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This report covers the studies made of the RF performance of large reflector
antenna systems (l00 meters) when using the high efficiency dual shaped
reflector approach. The 3PL Shaping Program has been updated to obtain more
accurate results and to permit the shaping.calculations of very large systems.
A new technique was .added to also improve blacicage efficiency and a nets program
xaas prepared which altered phase so that the scattered field Pram a shaped
surface cau^.d be used in the JPL efficiency program.
A nec+r dual band (X-S) microwave feed horn is used in the shaping calculations.
A great many shaping calculations were made for various horn sizes and locations
and final RF efficiencies are reported. A conclusion is reached that when using
the new dual band horn, shaping should probably be performed using the pattern





This report presents detailed results of a study to define
microwave performance of a very large aperture system, 100 meters
in diameter, operated at X- and S-bands with a common aperture feedhorn.
Because it is cost effective, the maximum possible aperture efficiency
(effective collecting area) is sought, especially at X-band for the
future DSN high rate telemetry requirements. While seeking maximum
efficiency, the related rear spillover, which contributes to system
noise temperature, must be, and is, carefully considered.
In related studies, an overall microwave aperture efficiency of
7S% at X-band appeared feasible. 75% includes the RF' optics efficiency,
which is addressed in this report and is typically 92-94%, a small term
due to dissipative lasses, as well as RF surface tolerance efficiency
and RF blockage (feed support) efficiency. This report will not
consider the dissipative losses nor the latter two factors which are a
function of detailed structural design.
The first step in achieving high aperture efficiency is to obtain
a uniform illumination across the reflector aperture, far maximum
illumination efficiency, while at the same time maximizing . all other
efficiencies, i.e., reducing ar nearly eliminating forcaard spil,lov^r
from the cassegrain system and reducing rear spillover, while maintaining
the (generally already high} remaining efficiencies of a standard
cassegrain system: feed phase efficiency and cross-polarization eifiric^^^:y.
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The special shaped dual reflector antenna system is the solution
selected to obtain ti;e very high illumination efficiency. 'This
technique was developed about 1S years ago and JpL has had a computer
program for obtaining special shaped solutions for over 10 years [l,2].
Conventional (generally taideband) feedhorn technology is compatible with
this synthesis. The object of this study is to update the dual shaped
reflector program and exercise it far various feed horn and antenna
parameters and various frequencies and obtain practical designs and design





	 Program updating. When the shaping program was first used
-	 ;
for 100 meter X--band synthesis, same shortcomings became evident. ^.'he
	 ,
pragxam had not before been used on such a large (D/A) reflectgr and
the calculations of coordinates for ttte snbraflector were not complete
1
as a result. Tn this case, subreflectar coordinates were not established
all the wiy io the ^reflectar axis of symmetry and these .final points
were determined by extrapolation of data near the ..axis. The result was
a near f^.at or mirror-like subreflectar .in the central region with an




'lie program has been revised and now obtains accurate caord^.nates
throughout this central region . and a^.so at the outer edge.
2.2
	 An Added Fro gram Capability. A facility was added to the shaping	 ^;
program for obtaining a null in the central region of the illumination
pattern. One chooses to do this to avoid significant illumination energy
`^'	 across that area which is blocked by the subreflectar. Hence the blockage
efficiency may be greatly increased, becoming greater than 99I for the
large dual reflector systems. Additional benefits accrue in the far field;
^.mproved pattern response and reduction of large antenna self-multipath,
a consideration in preciszan ranging and VLBT systems.
2.3
	
A New Program. Anew computer program Baas written for making.
phase adjustments to the calculated scattered f^.eld from the shaped
^"	 sulireflector. This is necessary if the scattered pattern is .to be used in the ..
-	 stanclaxd JPZ; efficiency calculation program. 'The scattered field from
the subreflectar . (^ur^si-hyperboloid) illuminates the main reflec.tc^^
E
(quasi-paraboloid). This near-uniform field has a large variation of
phase, dependent upon reflector size. This variation is "corrected" by
the quasi-paraboloid sa that a uniform phase results across the final
planar aperture of the quasi-paraboloid. In the true cassegrain antenna
(the paraboloid/hyperbolaid), this phase variation does not occur since
geometrical path lengths are all. equal, which is the fundamental cassegrain
principle. The JPL efficiency calculation program is based upon the
illumination of a paraboloid, so that enact uniform phase wau].d yield a 1D0%
phase efficiency. The normal phase variations that result from diffraction
in the physical scattering result in a small. r^:duction of this efficiency.
if the scattered pattern from the quasi-hyperboloid is to be properly
used in this efficiency calculation, then the correction of phase by the
quasi-paraboloid must be included, without destroying the phase variation
or ripple resulting from the physical optics.
The original shaping computer program included an output which
determined these phase corrections for a scattered pattern. Hocrever,
certain program assumptions made were not accurate enough for the large
systems of this study and so this correction could vat be used. Therefore,
the true theory was determined without assumptions and an absolutely accurate
program was prepared; the illumination patterns may now be properly
evaluated.
2.4
	 An extensive study of shaping, using the various pxograms
mentioned above, has. been made. .A11_ samples were of an X00 meter system
at X band and S-band. Various sizes of the large dual band-X-S horns
were used in the study and applied in systems with. a range of appropriate
main reflector F/^} ratios. Only the micxawave optics . efficiencies are




as mentioned are not included in the study. Results wi11 be tabulated
in this repart.
In general, central blockage efficiency can be made
higher than 99% for the X-band cases by using the shaping synthesis
with an axial null in the final illumination. Efficiencies are a
bit less at STband, going to 98.5%. Dverall efficiencies of 96! are
available at X-band, but taith poorer rear spiZZove^ (hence noise) at
5-band. Saban considering both bands, some compromise must be made and
a typically good result would be 94% at X-band with reax spillover
noise of only 0.15 K, and on the name antenna an S-band efficiency
of 92%
 with rear spillover noise er" 3.OK.
-b
3.G THE PROGRAAi AND TEST CASES
The following sections will discuss the work performed in
designi:-^g various high efficiency 100 meter dual reflector systems.
The shaping program will be described and modifications tv it which
were necessary for this study of very large apertures. This will
Chen be followed by a discussion of a new computer program used to
alter phase, a description of feed horns, and samples of near-final
designs.
3.1
	 The Dual Reflector Shaping Program'`
The Jl'L dual reflector antenna shaping program is the result
of work done grior to 1965. (1,2). The geometry of the problem is
illustrated in figure 3-0. The main reflector shape is defined in the
Cartesian system (x,y), and the subreflector shape is described in the
polar system (r, ©}. The geometry is axisymmetric about the optical
axis y. The theory is purely geometrical optics (ray tracing}.
Conceptually the working of the program (SHAPER) is as follows:
1. An axisymmetric feed horn pattern is determi^ied and an
axial phase center location chosen. The feed pattern is internally
represented by piecewise linear interpolation tables in 8 both for
intensity,. F($} and relative phase, ^(Q).
2. An outer radius, x 	 is chosen for the main reflector
max
and the reflector outer edge is positioned at x = x
	
, y(x } = 0. An
	
max	 max
innter (termination) radius, x
	 ^ 0, is also chosen.min./.
3. A corresponding outer rada-us and location for the subreflector
are also chosen, r (x ^aX) and 9 {xm^) .
This section and section 3.2 are a result of efforts by L.A. HoCaard, Programming 	 -
Consultant to'JPL SEC. 333. Mr. Howard is presently a member of JPL Section 3G6.
,,^^
4.	 The starting conditions are now defined and the problem solution
may proceed. The shape of both reflectors will he determined provided we take
x as an independent variable and can write down equations for the three remaining
variables y, r, a as functions of x. For instance,
x
(1a) Y(x) = - ^ ^dx^ dx ^- Y(xmax )	 '^max^x ^ xmin
xmax
x
(lb)	 r(x } = - I^XI dx -^ 
r(xmax )	 xmax%x ^x .min
xmax
-x
(Ic)	 e(x} = - laXl dx + 
e(xmax )	 xmax^x ^xmin
xmax
To determine the three unicnawn derivatives there must be auxiliary
renditions (constraints). Refer again to figure 3- p , and note the typical ray
shown finally impinging on the x axis at radius x. The first condition is that
the angle of incidence with the x axis may be chosen as a function of x; it is
.made always perpendicular, thus giving a beam parallel to the y axis.
The second condition is that the length of the ray shown may be
chosen as a function of x; the choice is that all internal rays have the same
length as the peripheral ray passing thru (r(x
max } ' e( ^'max }} ' ( xmax' ' W g}'
Since all path lengths across the aperture are equal the system introduces ^;^
.phase distortion (at any frequency}.
The third condition is that the beam intensity may be chosen as a
function of x across the aperture. Beam intensity is chosen constant to produce
unifor^ illumination, a condition for apt^mal antenna efficiency.
_g..
The detailed derivation of equations 3--0 subject to these constraints
was given by ^ii1liams 1} in 1965. The original dPL SHAPER program did a direct
solution of these coupled equations by numerical integration. Large antenna
design resulted in several modifications to this approach.
Modifications to SHAPER













x mi n '0
and
(2c) C^xdx = F{e}sinede
or
{zd} de = c
2x
dx	 ^ ^ si ne
and finally we note that e(x} may be determined from the integral equation
e	 x
'	 C2(x2-xZmin)






Aiast of the problems found in the original pro^,ram t^rere related to the
above equations (2). C^ is a very important constant since it determines the
carrespandence between @ and x (2d and 2e). Tn the old program, equation (2d) was	 ^
numerically integrated by the trapezoidal rule, faith .tp to 1" error possible. The
resulting problem was that the ii^tegratinn of equations {1)taould "use up" intensity
^^
at the wrong rata, and as the solution neared the y axis the solution i^^ould "l^lnra
up". In addition equation (2d) is_not suitable fax integration: near the axis (x-^a,
8:}0 gives d@ f dac ^ a/o} . Very small a -rors ^.n x and @ near thrW axis can cause
dB/dx to be undefined e.( g. anycahere between ^ and o) .
`fhe old program "salved" these problems by stopping the integrat•^on
early (before it Meta up) and than extrapolating t:he solution inwards. This patching
did not shota up on small ar meda.um size antennas because it seldom inv;^.ved a region
of mane than a square wavelength (at the center) and tht;s was mastced in scattering
studies, bn large antennas-.the "patched" region was many wavelengths in extent
and shotae3 up as distinct axial anomaly in the scattered field patterns;
Tn the zeta version of thy: program thee_ integral {^h) is done analytically
tahich gives an accurate value for C^. in addition @(^s) is na longer determined.
by integration of (2d) but rather from-relation {2e). This change not only
	 - ',
a
improves the accuracy of @{x) but also a^' y{x). and x'{x) since the number of
coupled differential equations to be integrated {1) is reduced-from 3 to 2.
a
Lastly, the numerical integrator taa:'^ replaced tazth a more accurate ah.d efficient
version in the ,TPL Library.
The accuracy o^ i:he resulting shspes is now felt tn'be nn the order of
the cumulative - rounding error of the 11,48, which far the lar.^ge antenna problems
cabuld be ^ i4^3 inches. A definitive test of accuracy -
 t^raul.d be tv ret^ite the
tahole program in double precision, or to run on a longer wand length machine






. _ ^_.^ _.__ _ : _ .	 a
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1.2	 A_Neta Pro^^am Feature
In the previous two sections we have made explicit mention of a lower
limit tv the main reflector radius, x min . 'Phis is the point at which a ray
passing along the y axis from the horn, to (6(x^in) = o, r(xmin)} on the
subreflector, would strike the main dish. In LdiZliams' original paper (^"} and
the old version of the program it was assumed th^^t 
xmin would always be zero.
During the re^,rrite of the program it bec^^.me obvious that the only
requirement on x	 was Q^x	 ,^ x	 Nan-zero x , produce a uniform
min	 min	 max	 min s
illumination just as before but only far x in the range 
xmin ^- x `= xmax' Far
x in the range n G x ^. xmin there is a pure geometric shadow. Diffraction
effects modify this somewhat, but this new design variable has proved very
useful, as this paper will illustrate. The complete listing of this new
shaping program is given in Appendix A.
3.3	 Fhase adjustment for efficiency calculation
The scattered pattern from a typical shaped subreflector
(quasi-hyperboloid) has a monotonically changing phase value, as apposed
to the uniform phase obtained with the scattered pattern from a cassegrain
hyperbvloid. This changing phase is then altered, or "corrected," by the
primary reflector to obtain the required uniform phase front.
A JPL computer program is designed to calculate paraboloid antenna
efficiency as functions of the illuminating pattern [^]. These efficiencies
are (.).spillover efficiency, (2) illuminationefficiency, (3} cross
polarization efficiency, (4} blockage efficiency (5) mode efficiency, and
(6) phase efficiency. ^`ar the paraboloid, a uniform phase is required for
7Qd% phase efficiency since .the parabola simply. alters the incident spherical
phase pattern to produce a uniform phased aperture. The small phase
-11-
variat^,ons resulting from the diffraction by the subx^eflector results in p^:ase
efficiencies slightly below X00%. In the case of the dual shaped reflector syst:^^^,
all the above efficiencies calculate the same when using the efficiency program
except the phase efficiency, par this effi^ier,cy, a geometrical phase correction
must be used to alter the incident pa;Tern just as the gvasi--paraboloid does,
z+Tithout altering the normal diffraction phase ripple. Zn this case then a proper
phase efficiency is ohtai.ned using the standard .71'L paraboloid efficiency program.
The original shaping program provided geometrical path lengths and
phase values to perform this alteration far phase efficiency calcu'.^^`i,on. However,
although this straight forward approach was sufficient far smaller systems,
its approximations failed for the large I04 meter system. Therefore a ne^a
and more 3^_curate program was prepared to make this correction.
3.3.1 The "Shaper^ahase" program
Figure 3--I presents the geometry used to determine the Hero phase
alteration. Referring to this figure, the scattered pattern of the feed at
focus "F'" from the quasi-hyperboloid has its phase center shifted to same
quasi--focus, a selected point "A." The far field phase pattern calculated
i
then exists nn some sphexical surface at . radius R about point A. These . phases
are . tabulated at angular positions, 6 j . por each 6j , there are reflector
coord^.nates xj , yj Ear point rTj T, ^ and this point is adjacent . to .reflector
coordinates N and NN on each side of "j.". These points, N and NN, each
have. angles defined, Rn and inn, ^ah^_ch are the geometric directions of
rays from the subreflector. These directions thercforerepresent-the
dzrectiona^, source of the. phase data. The phase, ^ ; t p .be associated ^^i:thj
the angle 6 j
 is naf ^(6^}_but- is instead c^(^3j }, The procedure then is as
follows : Hetermine the point x^. , yj ; anal ^^ b'y interpolation between the
points N and NN. Also determine the-point x', y' an the reference sphere.
-lz--
Now the phase an the sphere c^(Rj ), is interpolated between tha two adjacent
tabulated values of phase, ^(Rj-h) and ^(Rj -}• A radial correction is then
applied to ^(Rj ) by the length, OR {phase advance}.
qR W R -- xj /Sin $j -- Zj Cos R j
where Z. has been determined:
Z = B + y. ^- x./tan S
J	 ^	 l	 j
A further length carrection y. (phase retarded) is then applied to bring the final
phase to the planar region across the front of the primary reflector. Of course,
all these distances are translated to wavelengths and phase angles.
A similar correction is made to the amplitude function, E at ^.. 'phis
J
is not as significant since this function varies very slowly. Amplitudes
are translated from the value tabulated, E at O j to the new value E(Rj),
again by interpolation betcaeen E(R j+) and E(Rj-)•
A program was prepared which obtained these values x j , R^ and
finally the phase alteration. This is used with the scattered field output
which determines a slightly modified new amplitude output and a nearly uniform
phase, but one zrhich still carries the variations caused by diffraction. 'this
can then be used directly in the efficiency program to determine the final
antenna characteristics. This program is listed in Appendix B.
3.^- Results of Antenna Calculations.
Many sample problems were solved in determining the parameter ranges fnr
the 100 meter, antenna, and in modifying the shaping program and developing the
new phase alteration program.. 'I`he final results of these very many tests wi11
be discussed.
^^
3.4.1 The Feed Hoz•ns
All sample designs and calculations in this study were done for the dual
frequency application, S-band (2.1 to 2.4 GHz) and X--band {7.1 to 8.5 GHz). For
this application, a new dual band horn technique, (3)(5), was used to feed and
then determine the S- and X-band performance of the 100m system. A horn of this
type is being used in a new X-5 feed horn development for use at DSS 13 and
possibly other antennas. A photograph of the horn is shown in figure 3-2. Most
of the shaping calculations were made using the X--band pattern; however two were
made using the S-band pattern and will be discussed later.
Figure 3-3 presents the horn geometry. For corrugated horn performance
(very low si:ielobes, equal E and H plane patterns} the grooves must be from
^(2N^1 to a^ ^ deep, where ^ may assume any integer value. Groo^.L ^.nput
impedance is then capacitive and fields are forced away from the walls; wall
currents are reduced.
As the aperture diameter becomes larger., the pattern beamiaidth becomes
independent of aperture size (and frequency} and is only a function of the
flare angle, 6. This independence, or "beam saturation," occurs in the region
cahen "A" becomes greater than about 0.75 (6). (See figure 3- 3.) In tha.s case
tae have at least two phase reversals across the horn aperture. As the
aperture becomes larger, the number of phase reversals wi11 increase and the
general pattern texture will change, but not the approximate Beamwidth or
gain. The chart below illustrates this point.
10 dB-Beamwidth	 20 dB^-Beamwidth
g D p{2,295) 4(8.415) X-Band S-Band X-Band S-Band
14°' 67" 0.80 2.94 10.49° 10.19° 13.57° 1S.b4°
A 14° horn with 67 inch aperture (used in same following calculations) is
,^	 just large enpugh at 5-band, ^ = 0.80, to reach saturation. The 10 dB
beam[aidths are very similar ^^hile the 20 dB beamwidths are different, indicating
different pattern texture. As the aperture is made r^tuch larger, A t,^ill became
greater in S-band and patterns will mare closely resemL7.e each other, at -ZO dB
also. Figures 3-4 and 3-5 are the calcrilated patterns for this horn. It is
apparent that as flare angle A o is reduced, ,the horns must Tyecome very . large
to achieve this beamwidth independence.
Dual band .horns . t,^ith flare angles from 9 degrees through 17 degrees
were used in the shaping and efficiency calculations during this study.
3.4.2	 1D0 Meter Dish Configurations
Success of special antenna shaping to achieve. high overall efficiency
depends upon obtaining high efficiency results far each of the various components
that make . up-the final result. .The first efficiency component that has a
significant effect on the choice of .configuration in the .dual shaping approach
is the forward.spillove.r eff^.ciency, ri FS . As the subreflector is enlarged-to
capture mare of the main horn beam, farcaard spiZlove .r . efficiency increases
-since less energy is allowed past this reflector. However, two factors_ are
working against any. attempt at capturing all energy bett^een the first nulls far
a near 100% efficiency in the - case of the dual band horn.. .These are (1) extreme
shaping required to hold the uniforirr illuminata.on xaill result a.ri rad^.i of 	 ^
curvature unsuited to the geometric-optics assumption and (2)-horn phase patterns
behave radically near these nu11 regions; sliapi.ng programs are based on uniform	
1
horn phase and though a slight warxaexan in phase -can be ignored, larger-ones 	 g
may result i.n a poor final phase result, 	 ^
',	 'fhe shaping program could (and once - did) provide a shaping correcian
to account for phis rapid pI:ase change near the null region: However, this lias
the disadvantage of limiting the shape to the one single horn at one frequency
only. Dther similar horns would have very restricted use. Thex'efore, through=







Z.. 	 ...	 _
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A reasonable and practical choice for this spillover efficiency value based
on calculation experience, and experiment, is about 99%. This is not to say
that 49.5%, or even a bit more, is not reasonable but that 99% twill give good.
overall results and allow one to define some configuration limits. A greater
efficiency, 99 .8% or so, would represent an extreme taper upon the subrefleCtor
edge and could lead Yo the shapingextremes unsuited to the geometrical optics
approach.
Therefore a value, nfs , of 99% wall be chosen an order to define ^nme
configurations that will result from using a selection of dual X-S band horns.
The 99% number will mean a taper of about 19 dB onto the subreflector edge taken
using this horn Concept.
Figure 3-6 presents the general configuration of the special. shaped antenna
system. Note that "F/D" is defined directly by the dish depth and diameter;
this is because the system does not have a definable focal position. Also note
that for the dual band horn, the phase center is generally far back in the horn
throat, in the vicinity of the horn vertex. The chart, figure 3-7, presents
the calculations for configuration parameters taken considering three choices
of horn size, three approximate "F/D" values, and illumination tapers to pro-
vide a .99% forward spillover efficiency in the X--band. 	 .
'
	
	 Figures 3-8 .and 3-9 present much of this data in graph farm. What one
observes is that if a horn location near the vertex is desired, then the
smaller flare angles (large horn) and smaller "F/D" values (a "deeper" main
reflector) are ,
 required.
Tt must be emphasized than these values are only design guides.
They .depend. entirely on the illumination angle rr^n giving nF5 = 99%. ^^ien
a slightly different subrefleetor/main reflector diameter ratio is chosen
{O,l was used here), then different parameters will result. However, far
practical. systems, the parameters will remain very near to those incl^.cated
by the graphs.
3.4.3	 Some Samples of Shaping and Effa,ciency
As was mentioned above; many test cases were calculated for shaping,
scatber^.ng, and e,^ficiency for horn sizes from l.7 degrees down to 9 degrees,
using no central hole cutout to reduce •blockage and using control hale
cutouts that equaled subrefl^ctor site down to about 0.8 of subreflector
s^.ze. The shaping was nearly a^.ways d pne using the X band pattern (for
optimum ^ Band performance) and scattering of both X and S-Band was calculated.
A7.1 results had much in common, wzth only slight variation. (1} Best
X-Band efficiency would ap^+roac:h 9G% with low rear spillover, less than l.0
I:elvin; {2) generally the S-band performance would be poorer, an the region from
90% to 92%, with probably unacceptably higher rear spillover, about b.0. to 8.0
Kelvin. The remainer of the report . will deal. with near final designs, using
a l4 degree horn in an F/A-q. 0.325 system and an 11 degree horn in an F/D.
,^ 0.4 system.
The 14--Degree Horn at 14-..Degree Taper, X-band Shaping
Figure 3-10 indicates the design dimensions when using-the X-band
horn, .pattern for., the shaping , calculations .  The horn patterns-.of figure 3^4
and 3--5 are scattered from this shaped subrefl:ector and the effica.encies are
,^	 ca.lculated..:The.t.apar. at the edge of the s.ubre^lector. is -21.54 dB in X-band
and -16.67 an dB in S-band. forward spillover is then 99..49% in X-band and 96.35%
in S^i^and. ro.11o^,iing are .the. results for the . l00 metei antenna. .
q
sr







ns (rear spillover) 	 0.99830 {0.41 Kelvins) 	 0.97091 (6.98 Kelvins)
	 ^
n i {illumination)	 0.98973
	 D.99223







r}	 total	 0.95894	 0.90903
rs
and this- typifies X--band shaping. A^.thaugh efficiencies are probably acceptable y
1
in both bands, one would like to reduce the S--hand rear spillover anr^ hence the
noise contribution. The scatterea patterns are shoran in figure 3-1? (a},(b),{^:),
and {d). These are fixce illustrations of placing a null in the center of
the illumination pattern. It can be seen that the X-band synthesis
produces a deep distinct central null region. At S-band, it is not
as effective, btzt still useful. Note in figure 3-10 that the angle B1
defines.a reflector .radius of 1931 inches {49.05m) tahich is in line with the
subreflector edge. This is the maximum extent to tahich the shaping is
carried. The reason: When the feeding pattern is scattered from the
subreflector (ghysical optics) the angle of final maximum efficiency and
also acceptably lots rear spillover (for low noise) occurs beyond the value
of A l , usually about 1 degree greater. For this reason, a slightly sma3,ler
reflector is chosen t,r"hich, tahen increased in size to 100 meters, wi11 be
about-right for acceptable rear spillover and nearly maximum overall efficiency.
The technique for defining the coordinates of the outer l meter
of a.dius has not been developed as yet. It is assumed that this-can be done,
toithout causing any additional phase error in the final illumination, pattern,.
i.e. holding phase efficiency to its value at 9l.
i
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At this po^ .nt, it occurs to do the shaping synthesis at S-band to improve
S-band spillover, and observe the final res^ .l.ts oir n-band.
The 14--Degree Horn at 14-1legree Taped-, S--ba+i3 5ha xn;
The feed chosen for this S-band shaping is the one gust discussed;
one sir►ply uses the 5--band radiation pattern as ingot tv the shapingprogram.
Since the Z4 de.gree edge taper is only - -1b..67 dB a^: S-'Land, the "sharpness"
of shaping, or variation fram^the hyperbolvid should be different, Edge
illumination remains, of course, the same in X Band as in the example above
and farsaard spillover will remain unchanged.
Figure 3-12 indicates the design: configuration fox:i=he 14^ degree
horn -using its S-band pattern fox the shaping calculations. The same horn
patterns (figures 3-4 and 3-5) are now scattered from this slightly
different shape and the resulting efficiencies are calculated. - The following


























These . are to . be compared Co: the figures above. X-band. efficiency.
has been decreased by about lf; S-band- efficiency is increased by more-Chan 	
3
^.% and . S-band rear spillover {noise) is sgnif cant3 .y.reduced.. The cause of
X-band reduction is seen. in Che fall off of illumination eff iciency 5 as expected.
The scattered patterns for this example .are shocari in figure 3-13: (a), (b)




By lootcing at these patterns at sligtatly greater angles (^,r
hanging geometry a trifle) different efficiencies can be obtained so that
one may "optimize" the trade-off beween X and S^-band, depetnd^.ng upon
requirements. For instance, at 74 degrees an the illu^ninatian patterns,
(a Ix2.2 meter antenna) the following efficiencies result: (remembering that
a technic{ue has not ;at been developed zrhich permits the calculation of
coordinates .for the larger dishes, beyond 81).









rib (blocl^age)	 x.99264	 0.99x70
nx (cross-pal)	 0.9998x	 0.9995x
r] (TOTAL)	 0.92320	 0.9229x
The X-band efficiency has reduced by about 3% i^hx^.e 5-band remains
about the same. The reason; the X-band illumination is reducing rapidly
and the reduction in S-hand illumination is nearly compensated by S-band
rear spillover improvement. Note the 5-band noise is becoming acceptably
low. Carrying this approach farther is futile. Although S-band noise does
.continue to reduce, the falloff in overall-efficiency increases rapidly to
unacceptable levels.
The 11-de horn at 11 de to er S--band sha in
One turti^er problem was solved to see if a gross change in F/A ratio
would alter these general results of S-hand spillover. Therefore, an 11 degree
horn at 13. degree taper in a sballac^r dish, F/D ... 0.4 was investigated. Such
a configuration results in a feed focal point that is about the same distance




S-band taper is now -16.54 dIi and K--band taper is --21..57 dB.
1<nrtaa^d spillover becomes 99.46! - at ^ band and 96.09! at S-band. Fallowing
are the efficiency results a^ 100 meters, to compare directly to the 100m, 14
deg. pxablem.
f = 8.415 GHz	 ^ ^ 2,295 GHz
ifs (forward spillover) 	 0.99457	 0.96093
^s (rear spillover)	 0.99913 (0.21 Kelvins)	 0.98633. (3.29 Kelvins)
ni (illumination)	 0.96795	 0.98956
nph (phase}	 0.99].22	 0.99058.
rib .(blockage)	 0.99106	 0.98582
nx (cross + po1}	 0.99980	 0.99950
^ 
(TOTAL) . 	0.94470	 0. 9541
and the results are net significantly different from the above case of the
l^± deg horn with 3.22K rear spil].aver in S-band. These patterns are s pawn in
3-15 (a) , (b) , (c) , and (d} ,
a
3.5
	 A Larger Horn
The above results were obtained by using adual-band horn that barely
qualifies,. i.e.., " G1" is approximately 0.8 {see section 3.4=1; figure 3-3).
As "Q" is made larger at S-band, the horn pattern at S-band will change rapidly
and approach the X-band pattern fa ir the larger horns. Although. the X-band..
pattern will also slowly change, `final results wi11 became-closer. as "D"
becomes.large.	
-.
^Fi^ure 3-16 presents_thi;s 14.de:gree horn pattern-as the aperture
enlarg^.a . to 3.20 inches, and ^ bee.arr^es . 1:.43. Thi.s . . is to be. compared. to ,
figure 3=5, the 67 incY► aperture, !l ^ 0.80. .The pattern . . has: "squared. xp"
and bec^snes. comparable ta.th. e X-band pattern, figure 3 -4. A. new shaped.
.surface is calculated based on this new S-band pattern., Figure .3--17
^ i
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presents the design configuration for this Larger horn in the dual shaped
system. The horn crould be approximately 10 ft. in diameter by 20 ft. long.
The practicality of this even in the contexC of a 100 meter antenna, cost
effectiveness notL,rithstanding, is questionable, but instructive to study.
The S-band taper of this larger horn is now -18.32 dB at 14 degrees
instead of -16.67 dB as above showing the change in beam detail. The fortrard
spillover (r^ fs , the energy L•ri.thin i-1G° of boresight) has become 98.5% as
opposed to 96.35% for the smaller horn.


























This has had the effect of increasing X-band efficiency by D.5%
and S-band by 1%, cahile decreasing S-band noise by about D.SK. Far this
case, if one expands the illumination angle a bit, to 73.5 degrees, S-band
rear spillover. noise wi11 further reduce to 1.67K with X- and 5-band
efficiency both at about 94%. S-band rear spillover is reduced further by
going an t:o a 74 degree .illumination angle. For this case, the noise is
less than 1.OK {0..95) with 93.4% and 92..5% overal^ at S- and X--band
respectively. These scatter patterns are depicted in figure 3 ,18 (a), (b),
(c) and (d) .
°:__
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The results of section 3.4.3 are summarized in Table 3-l.
These horns ^ai11 each have its phase center about 45 feet (l3 to l4 meters)
from the main reflector vertex. .The l4° horns are used in small F/D reflec-
tors ti 0.325, ^ahilp the ll degree horn is suggested for the more conven^
tional reflector, F/D ^ 0,4.
Type of	 Desired	 Tatal Eff	 Rear Spillover	 Total Eff	 Rear Spillover





^	 67'.` Aperture X-Band, 6 = 73° 95.9% 0.4ZI{ 90.9% 6.98K
f	 X Band pattern. Max. Efficiency,for Shaping S-Band, B ^ 74.5° 92% 0.05K 92.3% Z.62K
Max. Efficiency,
X Band, 6 = 72° 96.1% 3..26K 91.3% 7, 3vK
Z4° Horn
67" Aperture Max. Efficiency,
S^Band pattern 5-Band, 8 - 73° 95% 0.15I{ 92.6% 3,22K
far Shaping Lower Noise-
..	 ^ S-Band, B = 74° 92.2% 0.06K 92.3% 1. ^4K
- Max. Efficiency
i X--Band,	 8 = 60.5° 95.8% Z. 2K 90. b% 7.4
2K
ll° Hoxn
82" Aperture Max. Efficiency
:	 5-Band. Pattern S-Band, 8 = 6Z.3° 94.5% 0.2ZK 9Z.5% 3.29K^	
for Shaping i,awer Naise
S-Band, ..6 = 62.5° 91.4% 0.06K 91.4% 1.4K
-Max, Efficiency
^ Band, B = .72.3° 96.4% 0. 7ZK 93.41 4, 8K14° Horn
l20" Aperture Max. Efficiency:
S-Band Pattern S-Band, 9 = 73° 95.5% 0.Z5i{ 93.8% 2.88K
,far Shaping.
sower Naise.
S-Band, 6 = 73.5° 94% 0.07K 9^+% Z.67K









The large dual frequency band corrugated. barn patterns have been
used to calculate shaping coordinates for 1Q0 meter antennas at maximum
efficiency (uniform illumination). The horn patterns were Chen scattered
from the shaped .quasi-hyperboloid and efficiencies as ^,^e11 as zenith rear
spillover noise were calculated.
The shaping determination also included a type of "vertex plate" which
scattered the energy away from the central, subreflector shadow region.
This is done trithout adding phase error to the final illumination pattern.
The results indicate that highly efficient shapes are available at both
bands of the X-S band system, generally with X-band being the most eff icienC.
'^h;.s is beca^ise the S-band horn pattern shape results in more forcaard spillover,
the lower S--band frequency results i*^ more rear spillover because reflector
size is smaller (in wavelengths) and for the same reason blocicage efficiency
is a fraction of a percent smaller.
Overall. efficiencies in excess of 92% are possible in bath bands with
the smallest passible dual band horn, i.e., one that can be said to be truly
gain limited. `this is with a rear spillover noise of about 1.5K at S-band and
less than O.1K at X--band. In one example of using a much larger horn, nverall
efficiencies reached 94% at X-band and 93.8% at S-band with about the same
noise.
The dual band horn is well suited to use . in a shaped reflector.
system. In general, a trade-off would be needed between . horn size and
allowable low frequency (S-band} degradation.to determine a f final design.
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Some further work should be done ^.n this program, as follows:
1. coordinates of the outer reg^.on of the quasi-paraboloid need
to be more accurately determined. These are beyond the angle
B in the various configuration figures. The phase of the
scattered field here is erratic and must be studied to
determine the proper approach to determining this extension.
2. The effect of symmetrical "warping" of the`quasi^-paraboloid must be
studied. This 'warping" is a result of quasi-homologous deflection
design envisioned for a laa meter X band instrument. Fc^r the
barge antenna, at °crarious elevation angles, the carefully desigzzecl
shaped system will assume certain variations izz shape. This
effect, and the effect of re-setting - the shaped subreflector far
maximum gain mush be evaluated to ascertain if the principles of
high .efficiency will not be sxgnif icantly degraded.
3. Final tradeoffs of allowable 5-band performance degradation as well
as structural layout tradeoffs, particularly large microwave horn
size and fabrication, its interaction on position above main
ref^.ector vertex, and main reflector "deepness" must be optimised
between microwave and structural performance and associated costs.
This has not been done, and is necessary to fully define a final
design. For example, the typically "flat" main reflectors preferred
ixz the DSi^ appxication tesult ^_n the feeds being rather far above
the main reflector vertex. Fora loo mater. diameter antenna, a
s^gn.ificant.feed .cone support .structure results. Deepening the
main reflector alleviates this significantly. The. use of we11-
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^	 Figuxe 3- 5. The I4 deg Harn, 6'7 in. Apexture, 2.295 GHz, Phase Center of X.-Bard(141 in^he s behiz^td aper^v.r e)
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Figure 3-^6. C=enerai Configuration for Shaded Antenna
^^
TkiE 39'7 INCH REFLECTOR {.100 AfETERS)
^e Harn 17.1° 17.1° 17.1° 13° 13° 13° 10° 10° 10°
Size Horn Horn Hvrn Horn Horn Horn Horn Horn Ha3z^
Aperture. (in} 52 52 52 68 68 5$ 80 80 8D
Length L (xn) 83 $3 83 145 145 145 223 223 223
a	 (deg') 15.2 16.2 16.2 12.4 3.2.4 3:2.4 9.66 9.66 9. b6
-	 Taper (dB} 18.9 .18.9 18.9 19.3 19.3 19.3 19.3 19«3 19.3
•	 A(in} 281..2. -^5.0 -265.9 497.3 211.2 -49.6. 756.6 470.5 209.7
;.	 YM	 (ixx) 817.76 701 613.4 817.69 701 613.3 817.65 701 613.3
V=YM-A (^.n) 536.6 70b -879.3 320.4 489.7 662.9 61.05. 23D.4 403.5
j.	 EQT^IV F/D 0.301 0.351 0.401 0.301 0.351 O.^rD1 0.3D1 0.351 0.401
D/ 1bYM
C=V+L (inches} 620 789 962 4b5 634.7 808 2$4 453.4 b26.b
Approx Focal. 1258.5. 1459.4 1661.7 1259.5. 3.46]..1 1.672.3 1251.6 1463.1. 1&65.3
Length, inches
^ degrees 77.38 .68.93 61.96 77.35 68.89 61.93 77.29 68.83 51.8$
Nat rjD related
rp	 {deg,} 8.89 7.68 6.76 8.88 7.67 5.73. 8.87 7.bb 6.74
c^'(deg) 2.33 2.22 2.13- 2.45 2.36 2.25 2.34 2.27 2.^1
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Figure 3..1 I ^a). 3938X Dish, I4DH-14T, V .= 42.3 ft
The 170 in, Hole, X..Band
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Figure 3-1 i (d). 3938X Dish, I4DH-ITT, V=42. 3 ft
The i70 in. Hale, S-Band
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Figure 3-IZ. A "$es^ Fit" Solution- Using the I4` Horn,
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Figure 3-13(b). 39385 Dish, 14DH-I4T, V ^ 4^. 5 f^
The 170 in. Hole, X-Band
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Fint^re 3-I3(d). 39385 Dish, 0. 325, ^T = 42.5 £^
The I70 in. Hole, S- Band
SI^DH at I4 deg 9 I6. 67 dB Taper
_...
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^ Figure 3-I5(a).	 3g3$S Dish,	 11DH, 111.}T, V = ^7 £^
r^ ^ The 170 in. Hale, S.-Band Shape
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Figure 3--15th). 39385 Dish, 11DH-11D'I', V = 47 ft
The 170 in. Hole, S-Band Shape
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j	 Figure 3--15{G}, 39385 Dish, 11DH, 11DT, V = 47 f^
The 170 in. Vole, S--Band Shape
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j	 Figure 3-^6. The 1^ deg Horn with 120 in. Aperture9
 Freq = 2. Z95 GHz
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	 The "Best Fit" Sozution Using a I2^" Aperture,
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POLAR ANGLE, deg
Figure 3-1$(d). 1Z0 in. Aperture S-Dish, V = 4Z.5 ft
The 170 in, Hole, S--Band




The Program for Calculating a Dual. ^
Shaped Reflector System
The follataing computer program l^.sting is for calculating a dual shaped
reflector system (Cassegrain} that will prov^.de final uniform illumination
^,	 over a primary aperture for any input hvrn or feed pattern.
	
The solution is
- based.an geometr^.c optics. .^
The significant output wi.]_l appear on two temporary files,- ENLFTLF, 2D
and ENDFILE 2l.
	 ENDFILE 20 carries the .coazdinates of -the quasi-paraboloid
and	 uasi-h	 ,	 gq	 yperbalvid in X Y,R, 0 {fi ure 3--D}.	 ENDFILE 2l carries ^.nforma y^
Lion on the quasi-hyperbaloid suitable for - use in the RTJSCH symmetrical
i
scattering program..
A feature of-the program allows for a choice of a null illumination of
i
the dentral region of the system. 	 Tha.s can. reduce the amount of energy that
is blocked by the central reflector (quasi-hyperbalo^.d) and hence to a greater
b^:o. ckage.. efficiency.
The input deck fog the program is as follows:
1.	 XNMAX, YNMAX	 (2F10:5)
2.	 TITLE 1	 {20A4)










(5+,SIN) .	 NSKIP, MFILT	 (Ll5)
(6+JIN}:.	 INTP	 {I5)	 .
(7+JIN).... XMAX, THEMAX, PPDTAM, 	 {6^1D,4}
XMTN, C, FREQ.
{B+JIN) .	 AN,	 [^EL^1MX, ,DELAMN	 (3F1D.4}
A-2
Daf initions :	 ^ ^
Xi+TAlAX: See figure 3.0, the maximum quasi--paraboloid rad^.us. /'
YNMAX: Figure 3.0, used if DELAMX is not equal to zero, defines the c.^osen
paraboloid far best f^.tting.
TITLE 1, TITLE 2: arbitrary titles.
JIN: The number of cards (points} in the input horn pattern.
T TABLE: THETA, E (0}, EP(^), H (0}, HP (U)
where	 ^
THETA: Angle in degrees for the horn pattern.
E(0): E - plane field (volts} of the horn.
EP(0): Phase of the E - plane.
H(0): H - plane field {volts) of the horn.
HP{Q): phase of the H - plane.
NSKIP: Set equal to I far printout.







INTP: Becomes P (see program printout)
XMAX: The maximum "K" value, see XNMAX
THEMAX: The maximum illumination angle of the chosen horn pattern (edg y illumination)
PPDIAM: The chosen diameter far the subreflector, i.e., quasi-hyperboloid.
XMIN.: The radius of the central region chosen fora zero of illuminatian^.
Equal to O.O if no central null is desired.
C: Set .equal to -1000.0, na .longer used.
FREQ: Frequency in GHz, no longer used.
AN: Selected .starting value for horn focus location. See figure 3- b. AN is
positive in the direction tataard the quasi,--paraboloid vertex from the aperture
plane..
A-3
DELAMX: First chosen increments (larger) for changing AN while looIting for
the best fit parabolc+id. Equal, to zero if no search is desi.x^ed.
DE^MN: Second chosen (smaller) increments while searching for the best fit
paraboloid.
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C MODTFjED FaR DEMAND TERMINAL USE








CaM M ON / DERARG/ ArC2r^1ARCG ) • E)ER(^) rEtl(3) rEL{3} rTE ►^P5^!^i)
CDMM^N / ALWAYS /x N^AXrYNMAX
Ca^1MCJN / AFTER / XSA Y ( 100U) rYSAV(i0U4) rYDRSAV ( 100^:)^eMDD+F ►^CD
coM ►^la:v /F aRCpT/xr^axrYOrxf^IN
Cah^>•" ON /CPOST / RA r^ [it) 0 u )rRPRC 1 p n^) r TH p R ( 1nn^l} rTHE(1G04) r C r P r MULs
CUMI`+gt^ TTARLE(2E^c^•&) rHEAp1 (2U) rhEAD2(^0) rHEAD3(20) ^PAGErLINE
COHMON ,T^'AXr,] O+JINeICl ► IC2rR4rWLrTHFhiAX
C
I N TEGER PAGE
BEAU Kr+FOR +^iAXs ►^DRMI^I + MAXXt^AXYrMINxrMjNY.
Ef^11I VA LF N CE (x+ VaR(1 ) ) r[THETArVAR(2)}^(YrVAR(3))r(nrVAR(4))r
x[ HrDE' R(1)}•{T^+ETAprDER ( 2 }]:(YPtDER(3)]+(RP+DER(}}
C
1[}00 ^RTTE(6..c^t740)














MODIFIEa ExTENSIVEUY DURING 1^i77 B 'Y L: HawARD AND w. F, wILLIAM9.
INCLU (^ F p
 CHANGES TO 7HE EWUATI g NS TO BE INTEGRATECrr THF' pETERhiIPdATIgN
ar<
 THEIR DERIVATIVESr ^+ ETMaD OF INTEGRATIaNt CaNSTANT5 C}F INTEGnRTIaNr






2D10 FDRMAT ( 3SN #^F^INPUT	 XN MAX+YN MA Xr	 2Fia.5+	 f]R	 ^//)




__.^- ----^ --. __ __ DR 1 a D 3 e a
c DRiDOUoD	 j
C START DF PROGRAM+	 READ IN MAINHEADER. DR14DU1D
C DR1oauRa
wRITEtb.^2o3a)






P AGE=a DR1aD^bC	 Y
C DRlaa^ ► 7C
C NOW TO READ FIELD DATA HEADER^CONTR gL PARAMETERSrAN p DATA F^DINTS DRiDD48C
C DR1ai^^RC
4^RITEt6r2a4a}
2D4a FORMAT(/127H ###INPUT FIELD DATA HEADER//}
REAE}t5 ► 5}HEADP DRiDa5a[
5 FORMAT(20A4) DR1aa51,C
^RIT^Etbr2a^1)	 HEAD2
C CA{,L	 PRta) DR1Da52C.
C WRjTEt6r5}HEAD2 DR14a53C
wRITEtbr2a5U)












2070 9^OR M AT( / / 3AH ###ADD YDLTAGE	 ILLUM ^'ATTERN DECKf/)
READt5v6.)(ttTABLE ( I+J}aJ ; i+^s)tlxir ,lzN) pRlaabDt
S FD#^MAT(SFla.b} DRiaa61{
C CALL PR ( o) DRla0b2c
c IF(I Cil ai r8 irs32 D^iaa^3t
C	 81 ^tRgTE(br83) DRSaDbar
8^ FORMAT	 fiHD12HTHETALDEC)	 8H	 E(	 DD	 }	 12H PHI•EtDEG3'	 BH H(	 DB	 ) DRiaD65(
X1^H PHI^HtDFG)	 } DRioabbc
GD TD 85 DRiaab7c
C	 82 wRgTEt6r24? DRiDObat
$^ IFDRMATtiHa1^2HTHETAtDEG}	 9H	 EtVOLT}	 i2H	 PHI^EtDEG}	 8H	 hitVDLT} pRiDDta4t
X12H	 PHI *^^lt - DEG}	 ) pRiDa7al
85 GONTTNUE DR10a711
DO	 la	 I^ieJI.N DRiDa72^










C CALL.	 PRfa} pRiQGB^^
C WRZTEtb:li} pR100^3t





FfWATTlA}	 i01^	 p HILINCH}t	 1aN	 PHSPfI^1CH/^RE7}} pR100^5f
n0	 13	 Z^ir+JIN nRi0a86t
C GAI,I.	 PFttO} nRioa^7f
C wRITEtbs1^} fTTABE.EtIrJ] s.lxlr8} nRia08St
iR	 FORMATtF1^.4r7Fi4.b y nRi00t39t
13 CONTINUE gR10090(
C ENp OF PHASE I
	
rSTART hHASE II i]R1a0sJ^C
C **##^#*#**#*##***#**#^##*#^k*##*###*#*####***#*#*^*##**#*#*^^####^#pR100^7^C
^ p^ lad44C

















F pRMATtf/34H	 ^k#*INPUr	 A	 1	 F q R RUSGH	 flUT3^Ui'r	 I5}	 -
wRITEtbr^095)
^a^5
	 FORMA Tt35H	 #* *ZN p I^T	 A	 ^	 FOR	 PSCA^'T	 OUTPU7 s 	Z5}	 '
wRxr^tb,^oaay
3000










R110	 F gRMA^{//^	 ^**ZNPU1'	 ?(hAAXs1'#'iETAMA}C^Sl1B	 [)IAMrxMINrC9	 ^F10r5^//)






2i20. FORt^ATt/ /31H 	*##INPUT	 ArDAMAxrDAMINs	 3Fi0.5//7
READ	 t5s 131)ANsDELA^"XsDEl^A M N nR1aYa10
wRITEt6r^011}	 ANspELAMXsQELAMN










f33. FaRNAY t.1. iH: ;4
XMAxsTHEMAXrKrPrC	 pRi0ia5Q




















































TEST DELAMSEacar I F' SO CALCI^LATE	 CURVE FC) R AN AND GD TO NEXT C:ASE,DRia1^6C





FIND A^AN^N # DFLA^XvSUCH THAT THE MAIN REFLECTOR WITH TN;S A HA5
	 DRiai3?C




i3u`^ GALL AE}PT{A ►^aC^ELAMX^ABESTrRMSvSrNORMAXrNORMzNr^IAXXrMkXYtMINXr^iINYfDR1a1^5C
XNOa) DF^1ai3E
IF	 (NDA}	 1340r130ar13 y a nR1o137C








48ESTrRMSrB DRia l4 ac
135	 FORMAT	 (14F!	 FIRST	 PASS•	 d[iESl' = F15r8r5H	 R M $ x F15,&v3H	 B^FfS:$} DR10.1 ►^ iC
C)IFF^NORMAX^NORMIN DRi0i4^E
Ga^.L	 P f2 {^1) DRial^t3C
wRITE
	
Cbri36)	 NC]Rf+AXrNORMINen IFF D^21U1^^► E
13b	 FORMAT	 C13H	 NORMAL	 ^tAX.sF15 R 8r13H	 NORMAL	 MIN,=F15.Sr^iH	 PEA^^TEJ^ DRiaiuSC
XPE AK 	MAx, ^F 15,8) DR101^ubC
GAI,I.	 PRC^1) DR 101^7C
wRITE	 (6x137)	 McXxr M AXYr M INXr M INY DR1Qi^$E
137	 ^r4FtM4TE1i^ N 	 MAX	 AT	 X=F'1U,4e3H	 Y^F10.4r1UH	 MIN	 AT	 X,Fit].tsr3H	 Y=F1U,4DR1U149E
x) DR1Q15U(
D R 10151c
FJ.NL^ AaAEiEST+N#f?ELAMN SUCH THAT RMS DEVT4TION IS ^+I N I M IZED.	 DRj,i,iS^,E
pRiUi53t
XAREST4ABE5T	 DRiU15^E
CALL A[IPTCXABEST:CCLd ►^N.ARESTrRMSrf3+^1C]RMAXtNORMTNah^AXXiMAXYrM;NXi DF^1(11551
XMTNYrNUA)	 DRiUi56E	 3
IFfN4]A}. i37Ur13UU+137U	 ^




^+ R TTE Cbri38) ABEST^RMSrS	 DRlEai6^1
Fr1cMdT C^UH F'INA^	 PA5£^. ABEST-F15.&r5H RMS-F1 'S,8^3 H 8 = Fi5,B)	 DRiai63r	 s
DIFF:NC)R^+AX^NORMIf^
	 i]Rial6ul

















(b+137)	 M4XKrMAX^rMINXrMINY p R1 01b8(
C pR; n 1 69(	 :'






C	 CALL	 POST^'R	 IF	 P	 IS	 NOT	 jERO pR1017ut
IF(INTP.EQ.I.DR.INTP.E0.3)
	
C A LL	 P05TPR





IY,	 REIURN	 TO	 START	 OF	 PHASE
	
II DR10177[
C	 ^#####**###*#***#t^F##****s***xs*#######rxstx### *s ##*x#*xx**##M^#***DR1G178{
GO	 TO	 1000 DR10179C
C	 ^*x*#s***xxxx***#x*####***t#****###*##*****#* s *#**#*rs##**#***#***DR101tl0(
p	 PHASE
	 III • e DR1d181(
C	 ****xx**####**x*###**####^:##s**##*#x*r#^xx**xx##*#**#*#*xrtxxx*#MxxDR10182(
C DR10183C
C	 PROGRAM	 CO M AS	 TO	 TH18	 SECTION	 IF	 DELAMX n Or W F+ICH	 MEA +aS	 THAT	 1^0 BESTDR1018q{
C	 ^	 I9	 t0	 BE	 FOUNOr	 BUT	 RESULTS	 FOR	 AN	 ARE	 TO	 BE	 PRINTED. OR10185(
C OR1018bt
C	 FIND CURVE	 FOR	 AN DR10187(
1301	 CALL	 YOFX(O,^NrU.rN51(1P) DR10188C
C	 FIND	 B	 FOR	 SHIFTING	 YN DR10189C'
CALL
	
RMSB{ g } DRSOiQOC
ABESTsAN DR101Q1C'







MINX n XSAV(MINI) DR10197C
MINY=YSAV {*+INI) DR101Q8C
GO	 TO	 1370 OR10199C	 '
6000 CONTINUE
C	 NOW	 CL09E	 FILE20 n P SEUDO • PA R ABOI A	OUTPLiT	 t
C	 FILE21 n PSEUDO•HYPERBOLA	 OUTPUT	 AND	 QUIT
ENpFILE
	 20









G THIS	 IS	 THE	 8u5ROUTI^v^	 TWAT	 DOSS	 THE	 MAIh^ CALC !lLATIQNS. DR1U^UUU
C THIS	 SCIRR,	 FtNIJS	 rHE	 M aINREFLECTDR	 FoR	 A	 GYVEN	 e, DR10^050





arzrr	 p Rlcvt^. q 	 A5	 THF Y 	 ARE	 CAL CULATEn DR102U7D




CnMMC)N^ q ^RAFtC>>nrCZ ► V p atu) lDERt^)lEt1E^) tELt^) vTfRMPSC41) QRl0^k2o
ErOM M CIN/A: 7^i?/k$AVClU04) + YSAV ( 1UUt!)lYDR9AVt1U {J^i)!NC)DvFNQp
COM"+bNfFDRGQTrx^AXvYU • xMIN DR1«2luo
CQM Mq ±^ / C p t^&T/wAntiuU^+) eRf^uCIQU^! ) tTH p RClt^94 ) ITHEiIOU^] vCIPvMURT
CC)MMON	 TTA6l. E{^Uile $T vHEAhi(^Q)vMEAb2E20)tHEAD3(^o)v^A6^vt,INE CJRi0^160
CO •+MC) ►^	 ,t Mp XrJU . JT^+lIC1eIC^rRQtw(, eT'NEMAX pR1U^170
^ oR)o^iso
^ gUIwAlwr:NCE	 ( xvvA a {i))rtTNETAlVAUf2) ) vCYvVAR ( 3))lCRtVAR ( 4})v pR1Ud19U
%f H vdE^C1))tCTHF.TA P tD^R^?) ) t(YHtOr:RC3) ) r(RPvD^RCu)) pR1n2^nU
G pR142^1U
SNTEGEFi	 XYPRF' L DRIU2c^^C}
DTMF +vS^fl^+	 KG1f^ ) e1'NsvORKf2) ► DTw^1RKC1012 } s^P(^)
G DR10^23U
C 5i"T	 IN2TIAf.	 ChNDITI g taS	 FOR	 I t^i'EG R ATSOM	 DF	 p lFir EREHTIAL	 EQUATIONS DRIUC^un
G DR1U2^5U





TH^T p ^THEMAX nR1U^310
THSTOP«.n0^'^ThE^tAK#FMUI.T
Ft =RU f)R 1 U232C
CALL





n^^,TX^ * ^UQU^ ( Xb?'AXwXMIN) * FMuLT
XIa^W::XMAX




GAEL	 SVpq^NEgtTHETAtVdF2[ 3)egER {3)tKDtEPtIf•LAC^t
rNr!-1^t l^t H MAxI g ELTtTFINIt^,t M XSTEPIKSTE^vIS^MAX v
*EMAXtKQvYNWdRKvgTWORk)









C A Ll.	 Pt^j{TNI*TA• p NIA) t)R1U251}0
TEI^P^X^R^5IN{THETA) t?K}025.10
#3E.Te^A^'At^PCTFMP•Y^R^C{lSC7NETAl R A) ORiU252U
IF(A6S(BETA).GF..04t?i)
	




C SAYE bf? 1 U256t




DYpx^YDRSAVCNO p ) 3
^Elw x^x.xSAVt:NaDNI) Dai42i^01




TANG-0 R 0 pR102b04
IF	 (XYPRFL)	 2U. ^t210w2(fd pRlQ26lt}
C FIND YAAS kND EX ANp PRINT EVERYTHING. DR1U2b20	 1
2Utl (WALL	 YN{ x• YNar^) DRi02b34
241 YAAS=YNOM^R DR1U2tauU	 s
20^ r,^^^L NURMERCNL1 p •E x,^) DRia265 o
CuAVE RESUI^TB	 FE)R	 P p S`fPR pR102bt70
THE{NO p JxTHETAlJ DRiU2b7U
RAp CNE1b] = R OR 1021780
TWPfi (NC^D) ^THETAP EAR 102h94
^^RtNaD}^ RP ?^THE Ta p bRio^7oo
C PUNCH RESULTS	 IF	 P	 IS	 ^Jt1T	 ZERU. pRl4c'710
IP: P DR102711
C I^{IP.EQ.2) D62162712
C xPUNCH	 2430th1 q^?•ktYat.?^TA3bYDXtYNQM•YgAS•EX t?R10271^
C2U3t} FQRMAT[I10v	 7F14.5) DRio271u
IFfIP.GE,2)	 PUNCH 2020•X•^'QTMETAf1•^te$ETA[)aYAASsEx pR142724
C	 ALSt] PuhiCN P5EUDO s PAF2ABOLA	 UN FILE 20
IF(IP.GE.2)	 WRITEC2U•2U2U)	 x•.Y•THETADrRsBETA(lvYAA^rEx
2024 FE^R"^AT	 (7F14. u ) I^Ri4273U
203 IFS^'nD.E(J.1)	 CALL	 PRC1)
IPR3NTW o





^ sDYDx ► TANG:BETA	 phi-02751
21 ^oRMaTC BF1U.usiaxs3>='ia.^^	 oRio27hU
210 IFfTHETA,I.E,rTWSTt]P) GOTO 25






'IFfT k ETA.GEf p .) GI7T0 212
C	 lyRj]'ECb•2115} TWF.TA





C	 IFtTHETA.LT..on2} wFrTTEtbs+^in1) VARrDER
04101 FDRMATC^ VAR^=,4E16.7/^ OER^^v4E16 n 7 //)
GDTO 2ii
Abn WR;TE(b^AbS] KEMA7(rEMAX,EFti}
c► 65 FaRMATt^ INTEGRATaR, I^LAG^b• KEMAXx^^ Ti s^ EMA}(s^ ,Ei2.5f






4l5 FURMATti INTEGRATOR, TFLAG^Tr E' pR THE ^rI2t^TN TIME STEP^l
:^ W M IN HA5 BEEN CUT TO PRE9ERYE g EBIRE q ACCURACY NMTN:^^Ei2.5f}
IFCTk^GUT n GE,10) STOF I^LAG7

















C	 THIS 5UBROUTINE CONFUTES THE DEFINITE INT£GRA1. CALLED G2. THE
C	 METHOD USED I5 THE TRAPF^aIDAL MULE. THE I^ITEGRAN p T5
C	 F(THETA)5TN(THETA}^7THETA A^iD THE LTMTTS ARE
























IF(TTARL^[I^i)-,NE M Ax) 19e^it2i
19 IM^I-i
THIRTTABLE:[It.17
TF^IHs TTABLF(IMt l )
F'^HI^7TkHL^(Ie6)
FTHXMr^TTd3LF{TMtb}























C2xc^. ?^C^/[XFtAk * ^2.xMIN30}	
^	
r^WRIT^[bt23^ C^
^3 FDRMATC///e TRUE C2 ^ ^+E15,7////)
l^^T1lRN	 i^:
	











































^.NTRY TH aFx{x ^TaaETA]
C















IFfCfiAHx.GT.CTA g (IC2MAX)} GTABX= CTABfIC^HAX)







Ciiii FORMeTL t *^ *IlvpXvlM»1f2i6.]














C11^^' FO^t^AT(t ^^:!<ITI^rTHItFTHItTNzMrFTHXM xt/I4^^^15.6!) ]
A-14
AS9IG N








IF((x•XI].GT.xfR R *x.AND.(X^XI).GT.xCNVRG) GOTO 1150






















C BY	 LINEAR	 INTERPOLATION. DR1044b0
C OR10u97o
C OR10u980
COMMON	 TTA$LE(2DOr8)r H EAD1i20}rHEA02(20). N EAD3(20}. PA GErLI N E DR10449C




2 FORMAT(2AH1	 THETA	 OUT	 0 6	 RsNGE•F10.u) DR1D50^0
C A LL	 ExIT DR105050
3 IF(THETA-THEMAX)ur4^1 DR105060
u DO	 5	 I^1rJIN DR1Q5070
IF(tHETA^TTAELE(Irl))5.b.6 DR105080
5 CONTINUE DR105090








q THIS SuaRauTTNE CQMPUTEStAS	 FIiNCTIoNS aF THETAt QRias^^^a
C l+	 THE	 PATtERN	 FUNC7Y[1hlsUxl^CTFt £'fAatANf^ gRia^}b^i0
C ^s	 rHE E^HASE FUNCTION DERTVATTV^tV^PHI	 PF2TME^T HETA} 0^1o065a
C FY	 1.IHEAF2	 INTERPaI»ArIaN DR10^66a
G ^ pR1a^4b7D
GOMMON	 TTABI. Et^aa^e} vHEAD1 {^f► ) tH^AD^t^a} ri^EAD3tE01 tPAQ^tLTNC pR1a^4b8a
CO^+MaN	 ,FMAk^JaeJTNtYC1rICc^rROswLtTHE^iAX pR1a^640
C gR104700
IFtA.G^,TrABLEt1t1))GO	 TO	 ^ DRlau7la
1 WRIr^f6rla}A gR10472a
GALk.	 SXIT DR1fl^b730
^ IFtAsLE . THEMAX ) GA	 TO	 !^ gRiauyuo
^ wRITEfbrli]A DR10^75a
CALL EXIT DR14^7`6a
4 p0 5	 T x 1tJIN gR1a4770




ra 3 gRlaua00	 '




7 TEMpafAWTTASLEtI@lily)Ott'TAH1.E(Ytl)wTTkSL.E^I*^1a1)a DR14^S5a`	 ,
UxTE^iP#^TTASLEtIeb} pTTABE.E^T^ltb3)^YTABL^(I^irb) gRia^66Q	 a
V= TEMP * tTTABLEfItB } ^Ti'ASE. E(T » 3.oS^ ) fi'tABL^'tT^itB)	 ^ Df^f0^S7a,	 ,
RETURN QR1fl^i580,
10 FDRMAT^IH1	 ibMTMETA TOO SMALL	 tPlOs6) DR104d^410i	 '
it FORMAT ( lHl	 1^HTNETA	 TaO	 STGtFia,^) D^lO^^flQl
ENp F^^! nf^91a
x
SUBROUTINE	 AOFTfAtDELTAtSAYEAtSAVRMStSAVSSsSAVMAX t SAVMTNrtSAVMXXt DRia^91t
XSAVMXYtSAVMNXtSAVMNYtRTRHFL}
c nR1a^4^f
C THIS RaUTTHE FINDS THAT VALUE aF' A^N^DELTA FOR RHICH THE R^iS FRRORDR1a^44C
C TS AT A LaC A L MINIMUM o	NOTEi	 RMS	 T5 RaOT-MEAN # SWUd^RE ERROR f^HFH DF21a^45t'
[: COMPARED VtITH YNOMINAL. DR}Q^9bt'
C p^L'^.A	 IS	 AbDED	 ra.OR	 5USTRA :CTED	 FR{]M	 A	 IN . THE	 g TRECTTOH	 OF	 DECF^E.A- DR1a^97[
C SINf^ R^iS.	 ONCE RM5	 TNCREASESt	 TwE RREVIaUS	 VALUE OF	 A	 YS RETURNEgpRi0^48t









C WRITE COLUMN	 HEAI]ER„ gRia3a7t'





















































































































SAV^XY x Y$AVtMAxI} DR10^b7A
SAVM^IX^X&AVtM;NJ} aR103b80
5AV^NY:YSAVt^I^1I9 pR103b90
C INCF^EhtE^'f 	 A pR103700
3 ATRY^A+tF'I^1,)'^E3EL1'A ORiO37'i0
Gn 7 q b o R ia37^o
C DECREA5E	 A	 T q RE ERE ASE RF^S	 ERF^ gR, pR14^7T,0
^} ^RLAG Y O DR10^7^44
C XNpRE^iENT	 A flR10^750
5 ATRY x A M fFI^E.)'^t^ELTA DR10a^7b4
C FINp t;URV^^	 F q R	 ATRY DR14^7'^0
6 CALL	 Y g FXtQrA'fI^YrO.rNSKIP) RRSQ^780
G CALGULA'tE	 Asa p Ra rt^'^ THE	 ERR ORS 	AND B ^R103740
CALL	 RMSBC^) DRio3aoo
GAUL	 RM$EF2R(Srf^^S} E7R10^810
CkLL	 ^+ Ax M i1V^^V g R M axrNORMINrMAxIoMINIr6) pR ia^a^o
wRli'E
	 tbe^)	 ATRYeRHSt6. t^gRhiAXrNQRMINrXSAV{MAXI)^YSl^V{MAXI)rXSJ4V[MiDRla38^0
xNI)rYSAYt M INID DR10'^8g0
C . iNCREhiENT	 F1	 FOR Lf30f' flRip3S5Q
Fi^cF'T+1. flR1038b0
G I9 FI T qq LARGE ^yR103870
IF	 tF'I.GT.20.)
	 GO	 1' q	8 pR103680
C HA8 THE g P^'TMUM A BEEN f^ASSEflr 	 ARE 1"HE	 RMS. ERRORS	 INCREA5ING AGAINDRf4^r8^?0
IF	 tRMS„G7wSAVRMS)	 GO	 TO	 7' ORf0390o
C SAVE THE NEW ERR(7RSrAeB DR10391Q
SAVEA=ATRY DR1039R0
SAVE6^6 DR103930
SAVR^iS^R M B DR103940
SAVMAXreN g RMAX ^}R10^950





C Gq .Tq ^ Tq INCREAS Ar	 6q T q 5 TO flECREA^E A. DR10^Q1Q
I'w	 tIFLAC^	 3r5r^ pR10U0^0
C ASEST HAS BEEM FflUNi?rSET RETUf^N	 E'LAG DR10^030
7 RTRNFL^1 DR10^#040
GO.. T q .10 DRSO^oSo.




4 FORMAT	 C69 y ND p p TTMUM A FOUND AFTER ^0	 iNCREMEN7^rCONTTNUE 4^i^'H	 pR104Q$4
XNEXT	 AN g MIN.Al..} .. DR10^04^Q





5U^3R[IUT; NE PR C Sw )
SUF14C)UTINE PR[5w7
G	 THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS MAINWEADE R AND PAGE N U M BE R pQR SAGM PAGE
p	 Al.5C! PRI N TS AS E p RC M MEAAER IF gw^•i OR +1
C	 ANp PRINTS C(7I.UMN wEADFR'IF S W^+ 1
C	 TE} 6E E NTE PEO J TI MES HEFC}F^E A BLOCK OF J LI^► ES ARE TO
C	 F3E PRINT
C




















LINExLINE + i GR10581D
LwNa^[^.INE.5o) D^t.as$2o
IFtE..EQ,i)	 GC)	 Ta	 i aRiaS^3a
iu RETURN pRioSsuc
; PAGF^ P AGE+1 p^t10585C
wRITEt6r2)HEADI.PAGE ORiDS86C
2 FORMAT(iH1e20A g r$H	 PAGE	 rI3^ DRiD587C
WRITE(bra] OR14588(
^ F p RMATt1M0) pRi05$9t
^, IN£ZLINS +^ pR10590i




^i F[)RMAT	 t1H0^20A^4 //) DR10593!
SINE : LINE+ 3 DR1059u^




5 FORMAT	 [BOH xtINCM)	 YtINCH]
	













THIS SU4RClUTINE FINDS THE NDRMA^, ROClT MEAN SQUARE DIFFERENCE
c
	
B£TWEFN Ytx) AND YNtX3+B
C
C
























C DR 1 D{r680
DRiQ6b9D^C 7H^5	 su^R OUTIN^ 	 FINDS	 THE	 MAXIMUM P[]SITxV^	 Al p 	h^^6A'i'Z1^^	 ^lf]R^1kl,
G RISTANCFS FRDM YNfX}	 THAT YfX}	 ATTATN^	 AhlR ^'H^ COCaRDxN^tT^S C!N YtX}DR1Db70Q!









	 l7IFFER^NCS	 AT	 X f 1} ^ DR10b77Q_
tA^^.	 NDRM ^R f i r SX r B] DR146T$D






C DD LODP TO FINK MAXIMU M SR DR10b$50.
C DRiOEr$bD,
Df)	 i	 Ix i ^ Nf3 p DR 106870
GA^1,	 ^Ji]Rt^^R f X r FX. B} DR1 Qb88Q°	 .::
TF	 fFX n GT.NDR^fAX}	 GO	 7A	 ^ DR1Db89D'
IF	 fEX.GT.NQRMIN]	 GO TO	 i DR14b90A'	 ^
^tURMTN=CX DR10 &^iD
^+ZNT , T pR1069^0
GO	 '{(]	 1 DR106R^D
^	 NE}RMAX^EX DR1D69^#0

















	i	 I-f rN g f^ DR106570^
CALL
	
YN { X S^VtT7 r Y NOM) D#210658p^




BNUM=SNUM+LYSAV{?)-YN g M}#FX^^^ f}R10b61D^ .^
i	 REN{^M=DENOM+FX*^^	 _ DRitl66^0
B=gNUM/i]^NOM pRiob^^n	 , ..
RETtlkN DRiDbb^1D'	 '











THIS SUMROUTINE C gNSTRUCTS^ THE 3 FUNCTIONS
FtTHETA}•PHItTN^ETA}• AND p HI PRIME [THETA)
FRAM THE INRUT DATA• AS WELD A9 fRANSFOREtING THE INPUT























NOw T4 O gMPUTE PHI PRIME tTABLE QF t)ERIV,}
NL3TE WEt.L^'^®. THETA ASSUMMED T q BE EfJUAI.LI` 8PACED^^p^w
U^1./[B.^tTTABLEt^si?-TTABLEtiri}?^
TTABLEti•8}^U^t^TTAB{,Eta.7}^4.^TTABl,E[^s7}^3.^TTABGEtir7}}






























































C	 SYSTEM dF	 2 SI MULTANEOUS DIFFERENTIa^, EQUATIONS (3R105^30
C	 INpEpE^1DENi'	 VARIABLE	 I9	 T^IETA OR145^4A0
C	 DEPENDENT VARIABLES ARE Y	 AND R UR1454"^A
G OR1D5#b0
Cflh1Ml)N,lQERARGlAsC^+VAR{4}rDER{4}sEU{^)sEl.{3)t^'EMP5{ui} DR^45#70
COMMON	 TTASLE(^u4v8)+HEAD1t^a}sHEAD^(2fl}sHEA p ^{20)sPAGEsi.INE ^R$05484
COMMON	 JMAX+J4)+JINsIC1sIC^+f^flswL4TWL^M AX DR14S^t44
C DRS4550o
EQUIVALENCECYSVAR{1))s{TI^ETAsYARCe'.;)rIYrVAR{^))+(E2rVAR{ ta))o DRI45510






























COMMON/AFTER/XSAV{1004)sYSAV{}fla y#?s'l g R3At► {1U p 1#}sNC3 q +FNDia	 `
COMMON/A(.WA YS /XNMAX^YNMA}c	 pRi4bi2a
c	 pRiobi3a
CR;,,L YNEXSAVEI}aYNCc^} 	 pR10614a
YNPRI^"'2o'^YNl+'1Ak*X9AV{I}/XNMAX*^^	 DR$flb15fl






THIS IS THE P05Tap ROCESSDR CQhITKQL 5UBROUTINE,
AFTER BUNCHING THREE HEADER CAR,DSt DECK't DECK^t AND DECKS ARE
































TialS 8Ut3RDUTINE IS CALLED 6Y PO$TPR TO' p (JHirH 3 DEC K S +^IThi 1 qq	 DR149g4a
C
	
VALUES fAGH wHER£ ALtr VALUES ARC. EUNCTIc3NS OF THETAt WHERE 1'W ETA QRiq^igq
C
	





THE VALUES USED TO CA^,CULATF THE PUNCWED VALUES ARE THE RESULTS	 pRlq^i2q
C
	
FROM TWE FINAL INTEGRATION.	 pR10913a
C
	
17ECK^1 CONTAIN5 m 1/R	 DR10914a
C
	
DECK2^ CflNTAINS R p R/(THf_PR^R'^'i < 2)	 DR10915a
C
	





























G F^UhCH	 THE	 THR^F	 E}ECKS	 ANQ	 RF TUR^1 (}u i 09610	 ^.
C	 A^.50 p i1NGM	 WSEU[)Q-HYPER(iClLA	 []N	 FT{.^,	 ^i
C DRiD^b2U!	 ',




^'UNCi^	 2v	 ^D^C;^22{J) v^1=	 1 v 10()) '.	 i
WRI7^{^1v2}	 (DEC^'^CJ)vJ e 	1v1U0^








W RIT^'(6v21 U] 	 (QE.C.K2?.(.7? vJ..l v1uU}
wRrT^( bv21U )	 (DECK^3{J?v.}^1v100}
ziQ FORMgT{1XrFi5s8v1XvE1S.^3v1X.^1^.8a1X^Fi5.f3vlXvE15.F3)
^ FQRNfAT	 {5^f5.E^) pR1U96^d0
^EtURN L1RiU^850'
E^vp DR i D9b60
uUE+ R i3UTT^^ Y^i (x'YN(]M1
G	 ORi0b210
C	 THIS ROUTxNE Gd^CULAT^S YNCX)
	
CY NQMINAir )	 DR106^2D
C	 b^t10b^30 `
C	 DRi0b2UD
(;t]MM g iV,/A^.WAYS/XI^JMAX v YN M Ax	 pR 1 i16^50
C	 DR10b^60-_:









The Program far Phase Adjustment of^Scattered Pattern for Efficiency Calculations
i	 ^-Pollowing is a _is zng of the program that gerfaxms the alterations of phase on
the subreflector scattered pattern sa that it may be used with programs which
calculate the feed efficiency for paraboloids. Refer to figure 3-1 within the
test far a mare complete description of the input parameters.
TCk c^ "SHAPER .PHASE" Program
C
C t PRG6RA r^  FOFc PF^ASE *CORRECTION* f^F THE SCATTERED FIEi^.DS FROth R SHAPED
C SUB*F^FFLECTC#t -- TAKIPti^^ DUT THE 1tARIATTON FROM SHAf'I^;G BUT LEQIIING I^!
C TACT TF^E RIRPLE Fk0^^ PHYSICAL E}PTICS. THIS IS DCNE FOR USI[^6 THE RESULT
C IP. THE EFFICIENCY i'aUCi^AM ^'HIC^ ASSUMES A SARA@OLA.
C
C






C	 EREO- FRE © UENCY IN f^EGAHERTZ. B= THE Y U7NE {^SIf)Nt GIVEN AS A POS3TII^E
C l4UF#BER FROM THE ORIGIN{ 6ELD^i REFLECTOR EDGE} TO THE SCI4TTEREII PATTEitM
C P^iASE CENTER s'I.E.° THE ()UASI — PARABOLOID FOCUS. IPUNCH=E1 FOR A PUIIC^EED
G OUTPUT FOR Tt-tE EFFICIENCY PROCftA^!« JHAX=THE NUd3BER OF IN^'UT AP{GLES 0^"
C SCATTERED DATA. ICI =Is EIt^PUT IN VOLTS.
C SU^1R = 0.f1 s N{1T USED. 8 LK=0 .D s NG^T USED
C Y{N) A[^D XIN) ARE THE GOORDI^lATES OF THE MAIN SFfAPE q
G REFLECTOR. BETAIDI) IS THE A^fGLE{DEGREES3 BETkEEN THE
C SUBREFLECTOR REFLECTED RAY AtVD TI-kE REFLEGTOR AXIS.
C ALL 1}IMENSIOhlS IiV INC^iES t8f XtNa s YIN? }
G INPUT PATT£RtV IN DEGREES{THETA)s VOLTS {ET AND HT)




C	 I FREQs B: IPUNGH	 I2F10.5sI5)




G	 4 JMAXsIC1 {2I5)
C	 5 SUMRsBLK	 t8F10.5)




C	 XIN) s Y{N) s BETA{^!)	 C$FI0.5)
C	 *	 ETC **
C
e
C	 ** PUS±CHED OUTPUT ***
C	 1. TITLEI	 C1OA4)
C	 2. TITLE2	 I20,S4)
G	 3. Ji^AXs IGI	 I2I5)
G	 4. SUi^Rs BLK	 EE15.8v5XsF10.5)


















HEAD	 {5s 130)	 TITLE2 ^'^Cf ^'
I1D FQRMAT	 {2DA4) ^^ Y"	 .
^REA q	C5s120)	 JN€AX s
	
IC1
I2D E'ORt^AT	 {2I5) C91^p^'^













I F{IPt]NCH wGT .0) Gl3 Ti} 20
PuNC^ 100, TITE.E1	 ^^^'^^`.^^^^
PUM1lCN 11dK 'fITl.E2
PUNCH 1244 JMAXs SG1 	 ,^^s^  ^ ^^^
PU^lC^# 1544 5UFiR 4 Bl.K	 ^ ^ ^^`
2 e
 carrTxtauE	 A
D o 5 J^14 JFtA x
5 REA€}{5 4 134) THETA{J}9ETtJ34ETP{J}t}iT{J}sHTP{J}
130 FORMAT{8^14^5)
N=1






THEONE=ATAM11 C Xt1) f CB+Y {1}) )
7F!EC}i^E=iHEO{dEfGRNV
RrSGtRTt {BAY { 1})**2^XC13^**2)









200 F0Ri^ATilfldxyl4N INPUT PATTERNslfl^XsSHTHE^A412X42HET412Xs3HETPx
*1 ^+xs2HHTe^].1 Xs3tiFtTPs {)
Cr0 15 Jw 1 s J(^tAX





*9X^2I^EtT 4 E+X 4 3HHTPs7Xs1HNs5Xz2l^NNs 7Y.s7H8ETA.CN) s6X sE'I^BETA { ^tN} s
*F3^45HBETAJs/}
THETAX=AT AN t!ccNMAx}A E Y{Nh'^AX}^E)}
^=1
^5 IFCT'riETAiJ}.CT.Ti^ETAX) ECG TC 105
J-J^1
C» C^ TO 95
1G5 JSAVE=J
NF{x=^^:Ax-1
85 n^ 35 t^=i^!^XsAs^l
THETAti = ATAN 4K iNl t€Y Ct^'}.+^± }}
IFCTHETAI^.GT.THETACJ}) Gil TO 25
G C! T €3 3 5
25 NN=N^1
THET'Viti=ATA!'^{Xf i^h) /EY(t^[V}+t^} }
Yc^,fi3-YCN}+E
F^a-C•YE?N^-S^JR T €k i N) *}^ C PJ} +Y BN*Y^I^ } } X2.0
YENPd=Y i NN }+B
F^LF'=EYBNPl+SC^FTCXttvPd} *XCN'^)^Y4PiN*YC^P^^I} }f^.0




KJYF#J # SI!u CTHETAEJ} )
B^TkJ=^3ETA [ ^3—(THETA{^f —THETkEJ } F*tE^E.TRC^)—SETAf^N} } IfTFEETAI^ —THET^l^3)
f3C 26 i=). ^Ji^fAK






IFfETP [ TI)rLTrO •(i .Ai46rETP ( T).GT.0 . 0} ETPtTI} =ETP{II} •^360.C^
IFEHTF { II }.LT . O.O.A#^R . HTF'tI } « GT.O.Q } HTPt I I?=NTP(I'I }+360.0
ETP[J} =^TPCIIg+FRkC*tETF(I}—ETPtII))
HTf'CJ} =NTP£II}+FR RC*fFiTPt i}—F#TPtII} }
TFfETP{^}}rGT.180.G} FTPfJ}=ETPEJ) -36#).^EE
IFfHTPtJI. (y T.T80.0} ^4TPtJ} = FtTPtJ}-36a.4
ZJ=B+YJ — X J!T Ahi [BETA) )




©El.DEG= Q CJELLAi`1 — K } *350.0
ETPfJ}=ETP[J) +DELCEu
HTF{J } =F{TPtJ ) + DELC^EC-
IFtETPiJ) .LT«-1 g 7 . 0} ETf'fJ? =ETP[J } 360.0
TF{HTPtJ ) rLT.—}.$t^.G) FiTf^CLE} = F#TPiJ) + 3GQ.0
TF[ETP4J ) rGT.18G . G) ETPEJ$ =ETP(J} •• 360.0
IFtt^TPtJ} . GT.).80.fl} F#TP [ J}=HTPEJ) -360 r0
THETA. tJ}=THETA { ^3)lCOfvU
HETk C hi)=BETA [ tv?!C(li•1V
BETA ( ^1N} -EET AE i^#J} f GCiw;V
BETAJ=BETRJ^C0^3V
If [J ► LTrJSAVE . DR.JeGTre3SAVE) GQ TC3 67
t^M=JS 4 VE
— Z
DtY 65 M=1 ^^^
ETt^iM}=c. TP(JSAVE}
HTPEM ? -HTPEJ SAVE}
Tf^ETA (^''c}=Tk•lETA [^) ECG#^1V
TRITE
€ 6s2°0} THETkC^ } sET(^'}fETPt^} g NTCNI } sHTPt^}
T^'£IPl11+ICN rCzT . O} Cx0 Ti) Fay
PU4^CH ]. 3Gs THETA ENS)YETC^+} ' sETP[^i } sHTt^t}sFlTPtht}
6^i THETA{#4}=TF#ETA{4^)*CE^^iV
b7 W' RITE(6s^g0yTFFETkfJ)sETfJ}sETPfJ}sNTtJ}4HTPtJ}sNs^tNg
*BETAC #^)sE3ETAfi^^t} * BETAJ
28Q F{3R1'^fAT t 2?1yF10a5y1ksF1Q.5^y2K t FI0s5y1X^F10.5y2XsF10i«5^s2XsT^Fs
*2X g I4s37( YF3^U.5s3x g FI.Q«5s3l^sFI0.5}
TF tiPUi^CH.rT.01 GO TC 55
PJNC^' 13[^s TFtET ¢C J)sETtJ}sETPt^! ) sF^TfJ } s^^.TP{J}
55 SETA f #3 ) = BETA tfV)*CO{^V
BETA C^4^t3 = SETA tkV^i) * 40f^V





TF#rTkf . L} T^iETAEL ) lCCRlV
' ^7:^
B-5









^^sAM^^.E RUN" a^ sHAPYNG ANU P^1AS^ ALTERATION
f`olloCai.ng is a sample computer run of the shaping program and the phase altering
program. The ^ Band pattern of a 14 degree horn is used to calculate a shape
for optimum illumination efficiency on a 98.1 meter dish, using a 10 meter subre--
Elector. An 8.b meter section at the center of the main reflector is left in a
complete optical shadow to increase final subreflector blockage efficiency.
The subreflector edge taper (edge illumination) from the 14° horn is at 13.12°
or about - 18.4 dB. The final focus location is at A = 283.5 inches, mt,^sured
from the aperture toward the vertex. Note the final shape has an RMS variation
from a paraboloid of x.61 inches.
751 values of x, Y, R, and 9 are tabulated followed by three groups of 100 values
each that define the subreflector surface, suitable for application in a dpL
scattering program. These values are:
(^) -- 1/R, inverse of the distance from the focus to the subreflector surface.
(2) d(-1/R)/d9,where 9 is the particular angular coordinate corresponding to R,
(3) 9, the angle between the reflector axis and R, in radians. 9 W '^ when R is
along the axis to the subreflector-vertex.
The phase altering program re-tabu7^_tes the main reflector coordinate values and
the input pattern (obtained from a scattering computer program, the horn pattern
Erom the shaped subreflector}. This is then followed by the computed slightly
altered amplitude pattern and a near uniform phase pattern suitable for efficien^^y
calculation.
pX(^T 4u350*FTL.5HAPER
SYH METNIrAL $HQPIKG PROGRAM
^#*INPUT ]CN MAXrYNMAXr 2FlneS^ DR a
l g 3l.00000	 731.50000
^**INPU'C .MAIN HEapER
386? IN. 17I5HrF/ p=.3^Sr 17D IN. HOLE
*^*INPUT FIELR DATA NE4pER
A 1^ DH A7 f3. fR E}EGI18 . tt 081r X 5HA
*'^"*TN PUT JIN+ I5
181
*^#ADn uOLTAGE ILLUH P A TTERN PECK
**'INPU T N5KIPr I5
!	 3
**^kINPU7 4 1 FoR RUSGH pUTPUT^ i5
***IMAUF A 2 FOR PSCATF pUZPUTr i5 .















^$^INPUT XMA %+ THETAMAX + SUB DIA M + XMIN + C+ 5F1D.5
1931.DODOD	 i3.t2D00	 393,60000	 170.90000 +14D0.040R4 	 8,1540




X M AXa 1931 n 000 THE M AX=	 13,12OD K= 14b.9000 P^ 3.0 C=n1DOD,D044
A N nHINAL= 28'S.4000 ^ELTa 8 M p X=	 1.DODD DELTA A MIlvs	 ,t00^1
THE M AX ( RAD}= ,428987195 RD(INCH)a 	 gb7 , A3u2Y0 ( INCH1 _ 	, {14D0
	TRUE C2 »	 .03P185u-48
C2=	 ,4"'1A5u32r08
A	 RMS FRR [1.^ B SHIFT MAX NORM MIN NORM	 MAX CO^CROS	 MIN CO^ORD5
	
283.00D4
	 .b119	 X2,95^1	 2,386u	 + n b720 1931.40	 .00 1287.95 p0u,89
	
2PU,ODOn	 .6SZD	 2,6823	 2.1b9u	 «,717t 1431.D0	 ,OD 1318.17 387,Su
	
2$2.0040	 .6292	 ^3,2i77	 2,6033	 x,6358 1931.00	 .00 12u3.0u 42a.u5
FIRST PASS• AFIEST=
	
283,D0040000 HMSe 	 .61}895utr 8=	 ..2,45007^i7D
NDRHAL MAX,=,	 2.38637251 NDRMAI. M F N .=	 ^.b7197µbb PEAK o TO- PEAK MA% .= 	3,D983u71T
HAX AT X» 1931 . 0000 Y»	 , OD00 ?SIN AT Xs 12$2.95u3 Ys u0u.R9ub
A	 RMS ERR ►7R N SHIFT MAX NDt7M MIN NDRW







	 -.672U 1 4 31.00	 ,DD 1282,95 u0u,89
	
2A3.IAOD	 .61112 . 9233	 2.3bu7	 ^.b761 1431 . 00	 ,00 }2a5 ,3n u43.73
	283.2400	 .blD5	 ^2,89hb	 2,343D	 -.6803 } 931.00	 .On 124D.00 LOi,38
	
283.3000	 .610)	 -2.^3b98	 2 n 3213	 -.68ub 1931.D0	 ,DD 1292.35 u04.21
	283.4004
	
.6100	 o?_,$u27	 2.2993	 -.6893 193},04	 ,DO 1247,Oti 387.85
	
283,500D	 •hD47	 +2.8163	 2,2779	 ^,b934 }431.00	 •DO 1294.39 346,6$
	
283.bD00	 ,60982,7895	 2.2562	 ».6980 1 431,00	 ,00 1304.49 39Q•3D
FINAL PA55, A@£5T»	 ZB3,49999b19 RM5=	 ,64972073 L+ =	 -2 n 81626156
NQRM4L MAX I = 	 2,277446u8 NDRMA}, MIN.»	 M,643u0922 PEAK++TD+ PEAK MAX.-	 2.87131566
MAX AT %» 1931.DOOD Y»	 ,0000 MIN AT Xc 1299,3902 Y= 346.6759
X(INCH) Y(INCH1 '^HETA(DEG1 RADIU5ti NCN) Ci(INtH) BETA{pF0} Y4A5^INCH1 E%1FNCH)
	
1431.44n0	 ,OD04	 13.1244 867,u3u2 2b9^,il}1 	 72.Obu3	 ^2.83b3	 2.2779	 ^,727+^0	 .h0006	 1,25776
	
1928.6522	 1,7489	 12.82u4 Bb3.332T 2h44,1]1D 	 12,131n	 - 1.4385	 2.2213	 0 ,72829	 x.727$8	 1.25842
	































































1740.1295 140.7x32 9.p3HA A1 u .7253 264a.551A 69.xA77 i n 0.D254 .5H9u . . 69357 - , 69397 1,21279-
1787.7725 142 . 57nB y, u11I4 814 . 3962 2644,1118 64,4?u8 SV1.b7u0 , 5728 - . 69275 - . h g 31b 1.21169
1745.4245 193.9464 S,gA24 814.0712 2640.1414 44.3618 !03.3194 .5563
-.6414V -.64236 1.21054
1783.0766 1+^5.b201 8.4546 813+7505 26 40,1119 69,241,6 104. 4 636 ,5x61
-.69!12 -+69154 1.26949
I7A0.72E6 107.2x14 8,4272 813s4342 2b90.1L20 09,2552 106+6052 .5240 -.69031
-.69072 1.20838
1778.3866 SOB.Ab18 8,9001 813x1219 2696,1126 69 n 1716 108,2 44 6 .`682 -rb6444 - n 68490 1,2D727
1776.0326 116.47 4 7 8.8733 812.A136 2b9n.11?n 6q,tD7A 104,R81P .4925
-.bE^8b7 -x6890$ 3w2061F
1773,6646 t12 . 095A B , R46A 8 S2 . 5U 4 4 2640 . 1120 b4,Da39 lit . 51fi4 .u76A -.bR7Au «. 68K21+ 1.2050x
1771.3366 113.7094 b.A205 1112,2DA3 26 9 0 n 1120 68,4797 113.149A .4616 -.687G2 »+6$7•:13 1.2D342
17hA,91S86 115 . 3220 A . 74x5 11 11 . 9111 2690 . 1120 bA.R15u 11u . 7E06 . uubx - . 6$620 - . 68661 1.20280
1766 , b^Db 116 . 4322 8 n 7687 $11 . 6174 2640.1i2n b8 . B51n tib . nD y 2 .x315 • n 68537 -.4857P 1.2D5bB
1764.2926 ttA,5u05 B,7u?42 $51.3271 2 640,1!20 46.7863 i1A.035b .4166 «,6845x -.68u46 1.20055
1761.9446 124.1464 0,9180 811.0401 ?690,1125 6A,7?l5 419,6599 .+1020
-.68371 ..64x13 1x14442
1759 n 5966 121,7512 8,6929 B1D n 7562 2b90.112n 68,6565 121.2A2d .3$75 «.bA28t3 -.bA33 p 1.191;28
1757.2486 123.3536 8,66P1 $ID.475 4 26 4 0.1121 bA,54',u 122.4D20 +3732 -r6A204 +.68246 ] n 14715
1754,9006 !24, 4 541 8.6435 414.1477 2640 n .1121 Q 5 .`Z61 144.5148 .3540
-.68121 « x68163 1.14601
1752.5526 126,5526 E+. 61 4 1 809,9224 2690.1S2n .yN,xhn7 i26.435 x .3450 -.68437
-.bBD74 1.19486
175D.20u6 12A.1u92 6.5449 864,b5D9 269 n +1120 oB+3951 127.7488 .3311 -.6745x
-.67996 i,1g372
1747,8566 !?9.7437 A.5710 804.3N17 2h4n,lt2n 68.3244 124.36n1 .3174 «.67470 -.67912 1.19257
1745.5087. 131,3363 11.5472 8D9.S152 2690.1125 bA.2b1tr l50.^h42 .303A ..67786 -,67828 1.14142
17u3^1b08 132.4268 8.5236 808.8514 2fi40.i125 68.1475 11?.5761 ,2404 -.67702 -.67744 1.19027
1740 , 8128 i3u . 515S 8 , 5002 A DR.590i 2690 . 4!21 68,!344 13 4 ; 18119 n 2772 - . 67618 « .67660 1.18912
5739„u6u9 t3b..tn22 8.4776 808.3313 2 64 0.5121 68,1+651 435.783n .2644
-.67534 +.67579 1.18796
173h^ . 11b7 137.6864 8.4534 RDA.075n 26 4 D,1121 67,9987 137,3Ax1 .2515 -.67449 -.67442 1x18684
!711,768$ 139.2696 8.4310 ES07.$2t1 2690.112! 67.9321 939.9A24 .2382
-.67365 -. b7un7 1+18564
1711.x207 lu0.A5 p 4 $.xDB3 807.5645 2690.1121 b7.Ah55 lx0.^+7Rb .2?55 +.67280
-.67323 1.18448
1729.0728 142.4291 $.3115$ 807.1202 ah Q O.lic'1 g7,79A7 142+4725 .?530 -,67196 • •b723A 1.111331
1726.7247. 1u4.g059 8.3634 A 07,n731 26 9 0 n 1122 b7 n 7317 143.7644 ,2005 ..67111 -.67153 1.18214
1724.3767 545.5807 8.3411 Bob.A2A2 26 4 4.1!24 b7,h&u6 t u 5,;541 .58A2
-.67024 -.67468 1.18047
1722.0247 4 47 .1534 8.3195 806.5855 2690,5124 57,'i47S I 4 h. 4x 1S .1761 -.66941 -.66964 1.17960
1719,bBD7 ]48.72x2 P.2971 806 n 3449 2640,1122 67.5301 fuA,52h9 .lbx! -•66856 -+66849 1.17862
1 7 !7.332 7 154.2430 8.2753 8!16.1063 26 9D,3122 67.4627 1ti0.1101 .1541 -.66771 -.66813 1+17745
17!4.4849 151.'3597 H.Z537 8D5. R b4T 2!, 4 0,1422. 67.3951 151.64 10 .1xDU -,66666 +.66728 1.17627
1712.6369 153.4245 8.2322 8D5.6351 2690.1122 67,3275 151.2698 .l2A^
-.66680 -,66643 1.17509
1 7 1D+288 8 154.9873 $.2108 805.x024 2690,1!22 67.2547 15x.8465 .1172 -.66555 p .bb ;558 1+1739D
^707,44D8 156.5x g 0 $.1896 Rn^ n 1716 2690.5122 47.1417 556. 4 211 .5051 -.66429 • .66x72 1.17272
170F.592E3 453,1068 B,1b85 $04,9426 269D,1122 67.4237 157.9935 .0945
-.66344 -,66387 1,17153
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1111,5508 .485.6515 4,470b T72,4b53 269 0.I13b x7,2377 486,2973 X05416 •.43721,1 » .4377 4 ,82445
1104,202B uAb n 6772 4, _4593 772 . 3414 2b4 p .1l36 47,1448 487.320E +. 589'1 - n y3b37 - 043683 ,82292
I10b.8549 487x7D07 G04484 772.3178 2b90.i136 47.Db19 u88,34a4 .5870
-.43541 -.43541 .82138
110ux5ob9 4x38,-7220 4,43b7 77E.24 y 4 x690.1136 4b n 9734 489 0 3545 - n 5847 -,43454 - n 4350D .81985
11D2.15B4 484,7413 4,4254 772x171 !1 2b90x113b 4b,885B U9D.3760 «.5823
-.43363 « x43408 .81831
1049,8109 49D,7584 4,4142 77c'.098b 2b90,1136 4 4 n 7977 491.3902 « n 5744
-,43271 •.43317 n 81b77
109704b29 1141x7733 404034 772.0261 E640x113b 46.7095 492,4024 x.5775 »,v3180 -x43224 .,81523
l095x11G9 442 n 7861 u,
-3917 771.9539 2640 n 1134 4b,bE1a 493.4123 +.5751 •.43089 • .43134 .81369
1042 n 7670 493,7467 4 n 3805 771.8824 2646.1136 46 n 5328 44 4 .4201 » n 5727 -,42447 • .43043 .81215
1090.4189 494 n 8053 4,3b44 771.8104 2b90x1136 46.4444 495,4257
-,57D2 -•4246b
-. 4 2951 .81061
3088.071D u95 0 81ib 4,3582 771.739D 2696,1136 46.3559 496.4292
- n 5678
-.42815 -.428bD .B09D6
1085.7229 496.8158 4,347D 771.6680 2640 n113b 46,2674 497.4305 -.5653
-,42723 -,4ETb9 08D752
3083.37.49 497.8179 4,-3359 771.5472 2b46.113b 46.1788 498.4297 -.5628
-,.4263E « .42677 .80597
!081x0269 448,8178 4x324$ 771 ► 52b7 26 9 6,1136 46.6901 499,426b -.5b02 -,42540
-x42586 ,80442
1078.6790 494,8(56 4,3137 T71,45b4 2640.1136 46.0013 5D6.4214 • n 5577 ».11244.9 » ,42494 n 80287
107b03310 5fl0.8112 4,302b 771.3Bb5 2690 n 1136 45.9125 SD1, 4 1 4 1 *.5551 ».42357 rxu21163 n +14132
1073,983D 501.A047 4x29f6 771 n 3168 2b90.f136 45 n $236 502.u04b •,5526 -,42266 • .42312 .79977
1071,6350 502,7960 4 n 2805. 771 n x474 2b40,113b 45.7347 503 n 3929 • n 5500 •,.42174 +x42220 x79822
1064.2870 503 0 7852 4x2b95 771.1782 2690,1136 45 n b456 544 n 3791 •,5474 •.42083 - n y 21E9 n 74667
1466,9340 504 n .7722 4,2583 771.1094 2690,1136 45,5565 505,3631
-,544a +,41941 -x4ZD37 .79511
i064,S4I4 .505.7571 4 n 2475 771.01108 2690,1136 45 n 4b74 5D6 n 3u49 -,5421 •.41400 •.41446 n 7435b
1062.243D 54b.7348 4x2365 770.97214 2690,1136 45.3781 50Tx324b -.5395
-.41808 *,4f$54 ,74200
1059x8956 507.7204 4.225b 770,4044 2690x1136 45.2$88 508 n 3021 +,5368 + n 41717 x,41763 x74044
1057 n 5470 508.6984 4.2146 770.8365 269D n 1136 45.1995 504,x774 a n 5341 rr416Z5 ^,41b71 .78888
1055,1440 509.6752 4,2037 77Dx7b4D 2b4 p n 113b 45.1100 510,2506 «x5314 Px4153y « ' 41579 •78732
1052,8514 5lOx^bU43 4,1928 77Dx7017 269'D n 113b 45,0205 511x2216 ,5287 w n 41U42 +x4148$ n 78576
1050.5030 511 0 b213 4,1814 774.6347 2690.1136 44 n 9314 512,19D5 - n 5Eb0 +x41351 w x41397 ,78419
1048..1550 512.5911 4.17!0 770.5680 2690 n 1137 44,8413 513,1572 -.5233 ».41254 ++x413D5 .78263
10 11!5.8071 513xS58B 4,1642 770.5015 264Q n 1137 44.7516 514x1217 05245 •,G11b8 +x41213 •78106
104'3.4591 514,5243 4•(443 740,4353 2690 n 1136 114 n 6614 515.0841
- n 5177 *x41D76 « 041122 ,77950
1041.1110 515x4877 4.1385 770,3693 2690.1137 44x5720 51be0443 +.5150
-x4D984 •.41030 •77793
1D38 n 7631 .516 n 4490 4 n 1277 770.3036 2640 n 1137 4 4 ,482E 517xOD23 w.5122 p,40893 -.4D934 •77636
1636.4151 517.4081 4.1169 770.2382 2690.1137 44.3422 517.9582 •.5043 x.40801 -.40847 .77479
1034.0672 518x3b50 4 n 1061 770.1730 2694.1137 44.3021 518 n 9119 -,5065 .x4D710 .,40755 .77322
1631.7191 .514.3198 4 n 0454 770.1080 2640 n 1137 44 02120 519x8b34 . n 5x37 «x40518 +,40664 ,7T1b5
1029.3711 526.:27x4 40DB4b 770,0434 2b90 n !137 44,12f9 520 n 8128 •.5D09 -.40526 +,40572 .77007
1027x0231 521x2229 4.0734 ib4xR789 2b40x1137 44x4314 521,7600 x•4980 ...110435 +x40481 x76350
102Uxb751 522,1712 40Db3x 7b9x414B 2690.1137 43.4413 522.7051 .».4451 +040343 + ,403$4 n 7bb42
1022,3x71 523.1174 4 n 0525 764 n 8508 2690,1137 43.8510 523.6484 •.4422 ..40251 -.40297 .76534
i4f9.979f 524,x614 4,6418 7b9x7872 2b40e1137 43.7605 524,5898 «011893
- n 40160 +040206 n 76377
14170b311 52S,OD33 400312 768 n 7237 269001137 43x6706 525,5x73 •.4864 + n 40068 .x4D114 x76214
1015. x8 31 525.4436 4,6 2x5 764,6bpb 269001137 43.5745 52bx4637 «x4835 «x39976 . x40D22 •740b1
1012.4352 526.8805 400049 769.5476 269Dx1l37 143.4888 527.3479 ..41306 •.34885 •.39431 .75942
10f0058 7 1 527 n 816 p 309492 769.5349 2b96xl13b 43,,3981 SE803301 •x11777 -.39793 • x39838 x75744
iD0Rx2392 528 0 7492 3,4886 7b9,U72S 2640x113b 43 0 3074 524 0 2660 ..,4747 *,34701
-x39747 •7S5$b
1005.8912 524x6803 3x9786 769 4102 264D,113b 113x2166 53001877 +,4717 +,39650 • ,39655 ,75427
1003, 5 431 53Dx6093 3x9674 769e3481 2490x1137 43.1257 531.1133 •04588 •x39518 +x395b5 •75269
1001.195.1 531053b1 3 n 9568 769x2863 2690x1137 43.6347 532x0368 .x4658 +.39426 • x39472 x75f1D
9480847'1 532 n 4607 3x94b3 76902246 xb4401137 42 n 9437 532.9581 -.4628 .,393311 • a393p 0 x74951
99bx4991 533.3832 3xR3ST 76901631 2690x1137 42,$527 533x8772 •,4598 •039243 • ,391'89 •74792
444,1511 534 n 3036 3x9251 764x1017 2690,1137 42 0 7616 534,7941 -04568 +,39151 » x39197 .71{633
99108031 535 n 2x!8 30g1U6 769x0466 2690x1137 4E n 6704 535 0 7D89
-04537 ..39059 . .38105 x74474








487 n 1071..537,0517 3x8934 768.9189 2690,1.137 42 x uB78 537,5320 -x4u77 ^,3B87b « .38922 a74155
48407591 537^9b3u 3.8829 768,85fl4 2690,1137 u2x39b5 S38r44D2 -,4446 »s3878U -,38836 n 73496
462,?11I1 536-,6729 3,H724 76A,7960 2690x1137 4c2,3054 539,3464 w,[1$15 +e3$b92 w ,36738 x73636
980.0631 539.78n4 3.ab1a 768x737$ 2b9D,1137 42.2136 540.2503 -x4384 «x386D0 -.38646 .73677
477.7151 S4D,685b 3.8513 768,6778 2690.1137 42,1220 541.1521 -,A354 «,38509 -x38554 .73517
475.3671 5x1.5867 3,A4D8 7b8.a.180 2690.1137 42,D3DU 5 4 2.05!$
-.4323 -,3Bu17 -,38463 .73357
'	 973x0141 542, 4 897 3.8303 768.5584 2690.1137 41.9387 542,4493 -,4241 +x36325 +.38371 •73197470.&711 543 , 3885 3 . A197 76R.u9 9D 2680.1137 41 , Bn7D 543.AUU6 - n 42bD ».38233 -,38279 ,73Q37
46x3.3.231 544,2851 3,A092 768,4397 2b9D,1137 41.7552 544.7377
-.4224 ^,3A142 -.38187 .72877
965. 9 751 545.179h 3,79A7 7bB,3fl07 2b9D.1137 4 1,6634 5 4 5.6287 -,4198
-x38050 w x38095 n 72716
963.6271 546.4719 3'.7882 768,3218 269D.1137 41,5715 546.5175 «.4166 «.37958 « x3$ODu ^	 ,72556
961.2791 546.9621 3.7778 768.2631 2690.1137 41x4795 S47 n 4042 -,4134 ...37866 `.37912 .72395
458.9311 547.8501 3.7673 768.2046 2690.1!37 41.3875 548.2867 -,ulD3 -,37774 - n 37821 .72235
.956.5831 548.73bD 3x7568 768,3463 2690.1137 41,2954 544,1710
-,4071 +*37683
-.37728. ,72D74
954,351 544..6197 3.7463 768.0862 2b9D.1137 4i,2n33 5SD.D512 -,4039
-.37591 » x37637 .71913
951,8871 550x5013 3sT359 768.0302 2690x1137 4 1.1111 550.4292 +.!•1007 ^x37U99 P,37545 •71752
849.5391 551.3807 3.7254 767.4725 2690.1137' 41.0188 55i.BD51 y,397S -.37407 -.37453 .71591
947.1411 552.?579 3.715D 767.9149 2690.1137 40.9265 552.6787 -.3943
-.37315 -x37361 ,73U3D
.944.8431 553..1330 3,7045 767,$575 2690.1137 40,8342 553x5503
-,391! -x37224 -.37269 .71269
842,4851 554,0059 3.64+;x! 7b7,8D03 2690x1137 u0,7uI7 554.4146 »x3878 -.37132
-.37178 .71108
440x.1471 554x$767 3.6836 767.7432 2690.1137 46.6492 555.2A68 -.3846 +b^Y040 » .370$6 .7D946
937,7491 555:7453 3,6732 767.6864 2690.1137 40.5567 55b.151A
-.38f3 -.36948 « .36944 •70785
935xt1511 556,b1tB 3.6628 7fi7 n 6297 2690.1137 4Dx4641 557.4147 wx3761
-,36856 -.35902 n 70623
933x1031 557x4761 3,6524 767,5732 2690.1137 4D.3714 557.8754 -,374$
-.36765 +.36810 .70461
830.7551 - ,3382556 3,6428 76 7 x5169 2690.1137 4D,27A7 5"x8.7334
-.3715 •.36673
-.367.19 .70300
428.4071 559,1Q82 3eb316 767,4608 2b 4 Dx1137 4D,1859 559x5903 +x3682
-x36591 +x36627 .70138
926rD5 g 1 5bQ,05b1 3:6212 767xuD49 26 9 0.1137 411x0930 560.1!445 -x3644 ..36489 « ,36535 .69976
923.7111 56D.9118 3.6108 767.3491 2640.1137 - 40.OA01 Sb1.2966 •.3616 .,36397
-.36443 ,59813
921.3631 561x7653 3.6004 767,2935 2640.1137 59.4472 562.1465 - n 35A3
-.363D5 -.36351 .69651
419,D15i 5fi2.61b7 3x5400 767.2381 26 4 0.1137 39.8142 562,9942 -,3550
-,36213
- ,3626D .69489
916,6671 563-.4654 3,5796 767.1829 2690.1137 39.7211 5b3.fl39A
-.3517
-,36122 -.36167 .69326
4 1 4 x3191 50 4 3124 3,5693 767.1278 2690.1137 39xb2flD 56 !1 x6832 -.34$3 +a3bD30 -x36076 .59164
911x 4 711 565,1578 3.55$4 7b7,D734 2690x1137 59.534A 565.5244
-x3454 -,35936 +x3598+1 ,b90D1
409,6231 566.6006 3.5485 767,0183 269Dx1137 39,4415 566.3635 •x3416 ».35846 -,35892 .68$38
907,2751 566,8412 3.536.2 766,9638 2690.1137 39x34$2 567r2GD[i +,3383 •.35754 6 .35800 x68676
9D4,4271 567.6796 3,5278 766.9D94 ?690,!137- 39.2549 56 g xD351
-
x3349
-x35662 • .35708 ,68513
.	 902,5741 56A,515a 3x5175 766x8553 2640x1137 59,1614 5ba,6h77 •x3315 -.35570 » x35616 x68350
900.2311 569,3500. 3x5071 766.8013 26 9 0.1137 59.D68D 568.6981
-,3281 -x35479 M n 3Sb25 .68186
847.8831 570x1814 3.4988 766x7475 2694.1137 SB,47u4 570.5264 -x3247 •.35387 +.35433 .68023
845.5351 571.D117 3x4865 766x6939 269Dx1i37 SA.8A06 571.3525 -,3213
-.35495 • .35341 ,67860
893,-1871 S71. A 3 9 4 3,4762 7b6,buD4 2694x1137 38x7874 572.1764 .x3174
-.35203 +x35249 •67696
,x	 •^	 890.8391 572.6644 3.4658 766.5871 2640x1138 58.6435 572x9982
-.3145 -.35111 •.35157 .67533
1i86x4 y 11 573x4882 3xu5SS 7b6x53uD 2690.1137 3$,5947 573x8178
-x3111 -.-35019 y ,350b5 x67369
886.1431 57Q.3D 9 4 3.4452 766.4611 2640x1137. 38.5059 574,6352
-,3076 •.34927 } n 34973 .67265
683,7951 575.1284 3.4349 766.4283 2690,1137 38.412D 575.u5D5 -.3042 ».34835 -.34881 .67642
881,4471 575 4452 3,4246 766.375$ 2690,1137 38x3181 576.2636
-,30DB -,34744 +.34789 •66878
H79.0941 576.7599 3.4143 766x3234 269D,1137 38.?241 577.0746 ...2473 9 34652 # .34696 .66714
876.-7511 577x5725 3.4D41 766.2711 2690.1137 313 x1300 577.8834 -.2938 .,3u5bD
-,34605 .66549
874.4031 578.3829 3:.3438 766.2191 2840.1137 36x0354 578.6900 -.2904
-,34468 +.34514 x66395
872.0551 579,1911 3.3+335 766.1672 2690.1137 37.9418 579x4944 -x?$b9 ••x84376 • x34422 .66221
E6Q.7D72 579x9 4 71 3.3732 766.1155 2690.1137 37.$476 580.2967 -.2834 »,34284
-.34330 .66056
867,3592 580.-8010 3.3b3D 7t+6.abufl 2690.1137 37.7533 581.0966 •x2799 »,34192 +.34238 .65892




862.:6632 5A2r4D24 3,3425 765s9614 2h94r1137 57,5646 5P2,640b
- x2729 - s34048 - x34054 x65583
660.3152 5 x33.19 0 & 3 n 3322 765.810 4 2690,1137 37.47D1 583.4 x}43
-:2644 -x33936 -.33463 ,653QII
^, 657.9672 5 x33.94.51, 3.322D 765.6595 26 0 0.1137 57.3756 584,2758 .,2659
-,33824 - n 33870 ,65?33






A53.2712 5135.5742 3,3615: 765.7583 2690.1137 57,1865 585,x522
-.2568 -.3361!1 -.33687 06u963
1550,9232 5ab.36A0 3.2913 765. 7 D86 2690.1138 57,D418 586.6373 +.2553 -.33549 - n 33545 .6u737
A46.57.52 587 n 15ub' 3.2811 765.6.578 2640,1137 36.9971 587.u201
-.2518 -,33u57 -.33'502 .6u572
i	 E1ub.2272 587.939! 3,27D8 765.6078 2690,1137 Sb.4n23 588,2008 -.2u82 ..,33365 -.33u11 .buup7
-^-j	 8u3.R792 5x 8,7214 3.26ph 76505580 2694.1138 36.8475 5RA.9793 »,2x147
-.33273
-x33319 0b1J241
841,5312 589,5D16 3,zS0u 7b5.508u 2690.1137 36.7126 599.7556 -.2ui1
-.33181 x .33227 .6u67b
839.1832 590.2796. 302u02 7 6 5r G 5 R 9 269D.1138 36.617h 540.5298 ..$375 -•33084 • .33135 •6341(1
836 n 8352 59I,055u 3023D0 765,u p 95 26 4 4.1137 56,5227 591 r3D1A -.2340 -.32997 -,33DU3 ,r137au
R3u.uBT2 591rA29] 3,2148 7bS,360u 264401137 36xu27h 592.(1717 -,2304 -x32905 -.32451 sb3578
832.1392 54Z,a0D4 3,2096 76 5x311 11 2690.1137 56.3325 592, 11 393 -,226A -..32813 -.32859 .63u12
$29.7412 593,370D 3,;995 765.2626 ?69001137 31s,Z373 543.6044 -,22?t2 -s32721 -032767 0632116
827.4x132 5911,1372 3x1893 765.2134 2690.1137 Sb.iu21 59u.3bPl2
-.21Ab x.32624 +.32675 .b3D8D
82S.OR52 .59u„9023 3.1741. 765.1655 26 9 4.1137 3b,0ub9 595.129 u -.2160 +.32537
-.82583 .62914
822.7 u 72 595.6652 3.,1699 7 6 5.117] 26 9 D.1137 35.9515 545.8685 ».212L - .32445 - .32495 .627u7.
820.3492 59b,u254. 3.1588 7b5.D690 2690,1138 35.E15b2 59b.bu54 -.2088 -..32353 - n 32394 0625ES1
818.0512 . 547,18u5 3,1!186 765.0214 26 9 D01138 35,7607 597'.uD01 -.2652
-.32261 -,32307 •62414
815,7032:.597,4a1D4 3s1365 76x1,9732 2690 n 1138 35,6652 598.!526 -.2016
-x.32169 -.32215 0b22u8
813.3552; 548,x952 3.1283 7bu,425b 2690.1137 35.5697 598.903D -.1974 ...52077 -.32123 .62081
81100072 599^4u73 3.1182 7bur8781 2694«113P 35.uTu1 5 9 4 n 6512 +.19113 -•3185 -+32031 x61414
.808.6592 600,1972 3.1084 76u,8307 2690.1138 55.3785 6D0,3473 -.1466 -.31893 -.31939 0617167
' = j	 806.3112 600.9u5 q 3,D979 764.7836 2690.1138 35.2827 601,1 1112 -,1870 *,31861 x .318ue .6158D
$0309632. b p 1.6 4 D6 304878 76u,7366 269001138 35,1870 b p 1: 8 829 ».1833 +x31709 -,31755 0b1f113
86106152 602.16311D 3,0776 764.6898 2690.1138 S5.D912 60. 2.6225 -,1747 -.31617 -.31643 0.b 12166
789,2672' 603.1753. 3,0675 7bu,bu31 2694,1138 34 x 8953 603.3999 -.1760 -.31525 xx315T1 .61078
796,9542
^
.663,9145 3.0574 7611.5966 2690.1]38 3u,894u 644.4951 -.172u x.31x133 w .31u9 x7 060911
7911	 571 'a• .60 11.6514 3	 D117.3• T61t 5543• 269Ds1i38 34.803u 6011	 8282 -	 1687, P 031341 -	 31387 xb47u3
742,2232 .645^38b2 3,0372 760.50111 2690.1.137 3u,70Tu 645.5541 -.1650
-,312119 -.31295 060576
789,8753 696.1184 3.0271 7611.115@11 2690.1138 S11,b115 606.2879 x,1613
-..31157 -.31204 .b0u08
787.52.72 •606.8494 3.0170 76a,u123 2640 n 1138 3u.5152 607.(1145 •.1577 -.31465 +031111 .602110
78501792' 607,5777 3^DDb4 7bu,3abb 269D,1i38 Su,u19Q 647.7384 x0154D -.30973 w ,31014 064673
7$2.8312 608,3039 204968 76G03211 2b9Qs1138 3u,322R 60A0U612 •,1903 x.3088! -,39928 :54905
780.,u832 .:609,0279 2.9867 764,2757 2690.1138 3u.22b5 60 4 .1813 -.11166 ++.30789 -.30835 =59737
778,1352 699a7u9C{ 209766 7bu,2365 264001138 3u,1302 bD9.F942 -,1429 -034697 -0307 113 •59568
775.7872 b140ub9u 2046E+6 7bu.]B55 269 0.113 7 3 x1.033 1a 610,6150 x.1342 -.30645 « 030651 059400
7730. 11392 61101870 2.4565 76 1101406 269D01137 33.4373 611.3286 + n 135'3.. -x30513 -036559 x59232
771.6412 61109023 2x911fi1J 7bu,D959 2$4001137 33,8u p 4 612.04 p D -x1317 ^x3D1121 -030467 054Db3
7bA.:7u32. 612.61.55 2.43611 764,0513 2640.1137 33 0 7uu3 612.7843 -.128D +.36329 -x30375 058695
7x6.3952 6!3x3266 2.9263 76u,09h9 26 4 4.'1137 33,bu77 6i3. i1 565
-012113 -030237 -.30283 .56726
-	 764.A1172 b14.035y 2.9162 763.4627 2640.1137 53,5511 6.1 x1,161u rr12D6 -.30145
-030141 .5655$
761.6992..b1 u 07u22 204D62 76309]66 264D,1i37 33.45VU 61 11 n 8642 +.11x8 •.30053 -03069 4 .58389
759.3512 615. u 468 2.A96I 763087G6 2690.1137 53.3536 b15.5hu8 -.1131 -.29965 -.36067 .58220
757.OD32..: .bld ,lu92 2.8861 763.8304 2690.1138 33.26DR 616.?633 +.169u +.24869 ..29415 .58051
- 75.4sb552 61bs81i9 y 2xR76D 7x3.7872 2640.1137 33.16u9 616.9546
-01056 -029777 -029823 ,57882
7520.3072. 617.5u75 2,9660 763,7u38 269001137 3300670 617.653$ -x1A19 ..24685 -024731 .57713
744,9542 618..2u3µ 2.8560 7h3.?D65 2690,1138 32.s?701 618,3x57
-.0'781 x.24543 . 024639 .575Uu
7u7x6112 618.9372 2.A1159 763 n 6573 26 4 001138 32.8731 b19.D356 -r09u11 x,24501 -.295x7 0573711
705.2632 b19.fa288 2.8354 763.6111 3 264401138 52,7760 614.7232 -00946
-x28[108 -0291155 057205
7162,9152: 629,31AZ 2.B254 763.5715 2640 n 1139 3206784 620.11087 •.0868 b.293I7 x .24363 057035
TuR,5672 b21^6655 208154 76305488 2690x1138 52.5E+18 62100920 n .0$31 4029225 • 029271 056866
738.2192 621.6906 2x8058 7b3.u8b3 269D,1l36 32,u8u6 62107732 *.0793 +029133 -.24179 n 5b69^
73518712 62$.,3736- 2.7456 9h3, 11 u39 2690x1138 3203873 622,u522 -00755 -029041 x,29086 056526
733.5232 b230954u 207858 7b3su01T 2644.1138 32 0 29011 623.1291
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357,8432 704.1228 1.5464 758,4644 2690o11u 4 16.177E 703e5hE8 •5544 + n 14212 +•14258 •2$235
355-.4952 704,4554 1,1866 759.4 11111 2690.!144 16,0740 703.891 11 .55®5 +.14120 +.141&6 n 2805u^
353..1472 70u,7859 1.1763 758,4235 269D.11U4 15 n 9707 744.2170 .5625 -.14028 +,14074 r2787U
350.7992 7A5,tLu2 S.i659 758.4029 2b90,i14u 15 n $b74 704,5421 r5bbb +r1393G •.13982 n 27&44
3110.4512 705.4403 1.1556 718.3 8 25 Eb90 n 1144 ;5,7641 74x1 n Bb42 •57G7
- ► 138uU , ,13890 °27514
34h-.1032 745,7643
	 ..1.1452 758.3622 2&90.1144 15,6bDB 705.184Y .5748 +,13952 p n 13798 .27T^33
343.7552 706 n 6^}bl 1.1344 758,3426 2&90.1144 15 n 5575 705.5019 n 5749 pal3f^b1 +.13707 •2715$
341 n 4072 7. O.b n U p 58 1.1245 .750,3219 2690,1144 15.4542 705.817'- .5830 4r135bh dr13615 rZb973
339.654E 766.7233 1.11111 758.3018 2r^^7 0ri1 u4 15,3568 706.134 e5B?f +.131!77 x .13523 ,2&792
336,7112 707.0387 1,103& 758.2820 2l^90r114U 15,2494 706 ° 441 ry1712 0.13385 Q r1343i •26biE
334.3&32 701,3514 1.0932 798,2&22 2696.114 11 15.1440 706.75' n 5953 +.13293 *.13334 •26431
332.6152 767,6b2 g 1 n 0627 758 ° 2425 2&90,1144 15 n 01107 707,05.3 ,599u +,13x•1 + 0132 177 .26251
329x&&72 707 n 9719 1.072E 758.2229 2b90a!lll3 14.8373 707,531 n b6^id +r1
	 110 +s13155 n 26070
327.314° 7(18.2785 1v0b17 758.20311 2690011411 14.8338 707,G657 .4077 +•13018 +•130&0 r2fiBQ0
i	 32.4.9712 708.5831 1.6512 758,1840 Eb40r1143 111.7304 707,4&61 .01:9 x.12926 +,12972 rE576^7
32P n 6232, 708.8855 1,n40b' 758,1&47 2690.11411 14 n 6270 708.2644 ,6160	 ^ x.12834 +.12880 .25529










3174272 7D9 n 4839 1•D14u 758,1263 2690x1144 14.x24! 70A•85u5 n 6244
-,12651 » r12b9fi n 2S16A
315.5792 709.779R I.0067 758,1073 2b 9q ,llu x !x,3!66 709.1ub3 .h2A6
-.12159 .,126D5 ,2x987




71D n 3653 .487x 758,0646 26 9 0.1143 14,10x7 704.7235 n b37D
-.iZ376 .12421 ,24626308,5352. 71q.6546 .g7b6 758,0508 2690 n 11 4 3 ix,o0b2 71D,D088 .6412
-.1228u
-.1233D .24u45306.1672 710.9u2i .9659 758.0322 2690.1143 !3,9028 710:2919 ,b45u
-.12192
-.12237 .2µ26k303.8392 71.1 . n 2273 n g55i 758,0136 2h90.i1x3 13,7aa3 714,5729 ,6497
-.12141 -,12Exb ,2x46x
341. x 4 le' 711.S1Ou .9442 757.9951 26 4 0,1143 13.645N 7!0.8518 n 6539
-.12)09
-,12055 .23904
294.1432 711,7913 .9334 757,9767 269 D., 1143 13 n 59?3 711.126x .6582
-.11917 ^,119b3 ,23723
i	 296,795E 712.0700 n 4225 757,9584 2690.1143 13 n x889 711. x 034 .6625
- n 11826 n 11$72 n 23542244.4x72 7!2.,3x66 .R115 757,9401 2b 9 D.11 x 3 13.S85x 711.6753 ,6666
- n 11734 -,1178D .23362292,0942 7l2.6Z11 .9005 757.9224 2690.;143 13,2A19 711.9u55 ,6711
-.116u3 • •1;689 n 23181289,7512 712.893 u ,[38x5 757.9034 . 2E+4D.liu3 13.1785 712.2135 .b7°..r
-.1;551 -,!1597 .23001
^	 287.4032 7;3,3635 .87A4 757.8859 2644.1143 13 n 0750 712.u743 ,6797
-.1;x60 -.11506 n 22824285.0552 713. u 31s .8672 757 n 6679 2h94,;1 x 3 12.9716 712.7430 ,68x1
-.11368 -.11u1L ,22640
282.:7072 713.697U .85h1 757.6501 2690,1143 12 n 8681 713.DOU5 ,6685
-,11277
-.11323 n 224542$0,3592 713x 9 611 e6448 757, 8 323 26 4 0 n 11 x 3 12,7647 713,2634 .6929 + n 1!186
-,1f^31 •22279
276,0112 714,2226 .A335 757,81x5 26 9 0,1143 12.6613 715.5231 .6973
-.1!094 •• n 111x0 n 22D98
275,6632 71µ.482l n 822? 757.7968.2694.11x3 12,5579 713.7782 ,7417
- n 11003 - n 11049 n 21418
273.315E 714,7343 n $108 757,7792 2690 n 1143 12,u5x5 71 x ,429D .7061 «s10412 ^ n iO457 n 21737
^	 27D.9672 7!4,9945
.7494 757 n 7617 2698,11x3 12,3511 714 n 2747 ,7106
-.10820 • .10°:6 .21557
2b 8.,6192 715.2475 •7878 7S7,7 u x2 264 D,11u3 12,2x7A 71u,5283 •7151
-x10729 's10775 ,21376
26 h.n 2712 715 n x983 •77¢2 757 n 726A 2b94s11 11 3 12 n 1445 71x,77x7 n 7196
-,14638
- ► 10683 s21196
l	 263-.9232 715.7117D ,76u6 757,7094 2694 n 1lµ3 12 n 0x12 715.D189 .72x1
-ri45x7 -.10592 .2;416
261.5752 715.9436 .7529 757,6921 2b9D.11x3 11,4379 715.2609 ."287
-.10456 -,14501 .24836
259.2272 716.23A0 .7411 757.6746 26 9 0 n 11x3 11,$3x6 715.^a009 .7632
-.10365 -.10410 ,20655256,.8792. 71h,4ElD3 . 7242 757 . 6576 2644 n 11x3 11 . 731u 715 . 73x6 . } 378
-.10273 -.10319 ,20u75254..5312 71b.72D5 ,7172 757.640x 269 p n 1143 11.6262 7!5.97x1 .7425
-.101$3 -.10228 n 26245
212 n - 1632 716.4585 ,7052. 757.6232 2690.11x3 11,5251 716.2076 n 7471 n
-	
1OD92 -,;4137 .20115
2139,8552 717.!944 .643D :757,606; 2690 n 1143 11,4214 716.4386 n 7518 - n 10441 - n lOD4b n Ig435
^ u7,4872 71.7.4261 .6848 757.5846 . 2690 n 1143 !1.31$4 716,6679 .7565
- n 09410 - n 09955 n 19755
2x5,1392 Y17 n 6597 .b68u 757,5720 26 4 0.1143 11 * 2158 716,8448 -,7613 • n 09819 - n 4986x ,19575
242,791E 717.8H92 ,h56D 757 n 5549 26 4 0,1143 11,112p 717.1195 .7bbD -.09728 -.09774 •19396
240,4u32 7;6,1166 ,643u 757.5379 2h40,1143 11 n x044 717 n 3x21 ,77D9 «.09638 -.D9683
.19216238.0952 718,3418 .b3D7 717.5244 2 69 0.11 x 3 1D,9D70 717.5626 .7757
-.09547 +.D9592 .19036
235:7x7E 71.8,56x9 ,6179 757,5D38 26 a D.I143 .10,84x2 717.7F06 ,7806 ..09457 -,09542 x18857
233.3992 71 8 .7 8 5 9 n 6D50 757.x668 26 4 0,11 u 3 14.7015 717.9969 .71355
-.04366 -,D941i ,1667E
i	 231..0512. 7!4.00x7 .54]9 75T.u648 2690,11x3 .1D.5988 718.2149 a74D5 ».09276 ••.04321 ,18498
'	 ^^-^.	 228..7032 719 n 221u •5786 757 n 4527 2694,1143 10,x962 718,u22b .7955 - n 0=7.185 • n 09230 •1$319
226.3552 71 4 ,4;h4 .5612 757.x356 2b9x),11x3 10.3937 718.6322 n 8005 «,49495 -,09140 .1814;
224 ,oO 72 7 1 g .6x 8S :5516 757 n x16 x 2b90.1]µ3 10.2913 718.8397 .8456 w,O4DD5 • r0945D s17462
221,6542 714.8589 .5378 757,[;0;2 2690 n 11x3 !0.1890 719,445D ,8107
-.06415 -.48464 .17783
.219.3112 720 n D672 .5238 .757.38µO 2690.1143 10.0866 719.2481 .6154 .,48825
-.08870 ,17605
216. 9 632 729.2734 .5046 757.3hb6 26 9 0.11x; 9,9HU9 719.4493
.821? +.48735 -.46780 .174$7
214,.6152 720.u774 n x452 757.3x92 2696.!!x3 4.6624 719,6u79 .8265
- n D8b46 -.08691 .STZ49
212.2b7^ 7ZO.b79x .u804 757,3516 2690.11x3 9,76!1 71 9 ,8 uu 5 ,8318 +,06556 ..08601 .17071
249.4192 720 n 8782 n 4654 757 n 3139 2690.11 4 3 4 n 6745 720.0369 ,8373 .,081167 • .08512 •168911
207.5712 721.0770 .4501 757.2964 2690.11 x 3 9,578D 720.2313 .642$ «.48378 -,48u22 .16717
205.223E 721.2727. .1;3x4 757.2779 2694.11 x 3 9ox768 720.x2fw ,6483 •+.D6289 - n 08334 x16540
202:. 8752 T2l.ubb2 .x1N3 757,2595 269o.itx3 4,3758. 720.6094 n 8540
-,68200 - n 06244 .163bu
206.5272 721,6577 ,u01A 757.2 x 04 2b9O.1E43 9.2751 720.7952 .8597
-.081;2 -.OE156 .16;86
186,1792 721,8471 ,36u7 757.222n 2h90.1i43 9.17u7 720. 9 784 .8655 -.48024 -.06067 ,16013
145,8312 722.03 1x5 ,3671. 757.2027 2644.1143 9,0746 721,ibD4 .871x .07936 -.07484 .1583819$.4832 722 . 2198 n 31!89. 7^i7 n 1829 2b90 . 11 µ ' 9,97uq 721.3 ? 97 ,E!77u + n D78xA • x07$92 ,156bu
191.1352. 722.x.431 .3294 757sib25 2640.1143 A,8757 721.5168 ,8$36
-,07761 -.47B4x n 15491
188,7872 722.5943 ,3099 757.1x15 26 4p .11 µ 3 8,7774 721,6416 .8948
-.47b7A • .07717 ,15319
















































































































































-r13147 Q 73-02	 -,I31pb149.D2




















» .12527450 . 02	 .x12501210-0?









-.14676491 . 43	 -r15478h91-43
p ,2027777D-D3	 -.21475443-03
n .262618734 03	 -,27457716-D3
-r32239DOb-D3	 -.33433936-03




-,5015405uv03	 • n 51343004.03









.,97348573 x 03	 -,9;847470D+D3
-.1024PQ62-02	 -.10318289-D2
-•1048D507PD2	 -,109094^s0-q2
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'	 ,30x11407+01 .ZQp79134tD'1 .299UUU3u+O1 ,299Q735t +0! .2q$b72^5+OS
,29823210 +ai .a9TTaa3a+R! ,2973B3io+o! .246o$xa5+o1 ,2965t $b1+x1
.2462b3T5+O1 .2459844u+OL .Z45b41S2+41 n 2953593$+O1 .2949769x+O1
^24u53323{01 .24ux2233+oi .2933413E+DS .2925jb49^.01 .29126055+x!
P$RKPT PUNCHS
sEDfY 2x,f4u3S0^FIl,.WAYl18pH^325





LPUt,B65	 CTPf.OI+!	 SUPSt$ n b33
PEp ,Y 21.,44350*FYL.WY](1[tgN'325
TMI5 I5 4 ^ g RTR AN ^lLlr
CASE UPPER A.S5UMEq
EpIT i'1.a5MO3/2a - 21s31^(0,)
EDIT
LINESt6x FIELpb7A
cPUS,081	 gTP^.ti;lti	 5UPS34 n yx4
WPAZK 94350*FIE.
































































49 !$18,29b60 81.D6550 7D.2255D
50 1815,94850 82.7156D 70.16534
5 1 i$S3,bD069 a6 n 363go 70.1ou$D
^	 52 1811,25240 86 n 0in34 74.O4µ10
53 1848',94440 87.b5uA0 69.99310
54 18O4,554µ0 89 n 2974D 69 n 92190
55 1844,20840 Q0 n 93820 49.84050	 -
gb 180k.BbD6D 92.577nA 69,79$9D
57 1794 n 5!250 4u,^i416. 69.73700
58 1797e1b(151 45.$4924 49.49500
59 1796.$i65D 97ru825p 69,6S27D
60 l79Z.4b860 9Y,11370 69,5503D
61 179D n 12.D5D 100.7632(1 49.48770
^'	 b2 1787.77251 102.37484 69x42680
63 1785 n 6^u5D 103,49b40 69,36180
46 i783•D7660 f05 n 62010 69,248b0
45 1780.72861 f07.2µ;9D 69,2352D
bb f778 n 38r.b4 108,Bb18D 69,17160
b7 1776.03259 110.47470 69.10780
b^ f773 n 6$660 112,09580 69.DU3Q0
h9 1771.33659 113.7n9g0 68.97970
70 1768,48$6P 1'15 n 3220D 6$,91560
t	 71 176b.64D59 116,93220 48,85100
72 i74µ,29260 11$•5405a 68.7F163a
73 1761.94664 120.16690 68.72154
74 1759,59bbD 121 n 7512D 68.65656
.	 75 1757.24860 123.35364 68.54140
76 l754..40DbD 124.95410 68.52614
77 1752.55260 126,55240 68.µ4O74
78 1750,20441 i28,1µ920 68.3451D
7B 17µ7.856b0 129.7µ37p 68.32qµ0
80 1745,5D870 131.33630 b8 n 263bD
81 1743,16080 132.9268'-0 68.14754
82 ;740.$;281 13U,5755D 6$,13140
8 T, 1739,µ6u80 i36.laz^o 6B n D651D
84 1736s11474 137.68690 h7 n ^9870
85 1733,7bEB0 139 n 2646D 67,43210
86 1731.42.070 144,85Dµ0 47.$6550
87 1729,072$0 162.62910. 67.79870
88 l726,72µ70 l4µ.00540 67.73170
$9 172µ,376b9 145.58070 67.66µ6D
94 ;722' n 0287D 149.153ao b7,5975D
9; 1719 n 680.44 !48.72420 67.53010
92 17L7.33270 ;50,293DD 47•µ6P10
93 17Iµ n 98!!89 ;51,8597D 67.39514
96. 1712.63490 153,µ2u50- 67.32750
45 1710 n 2868D 156,'48730 67,25970
46 1707.9408D i54.5480D 6?,14174
97 1705.592.80 15$,10680 b7o1?370
98 1703 n 24µ8D SS9 n 66360 b7c05564
49 17p0o89686 161.21A30 660997.30
104 1648.548$0 162 n 77104: 64.91894
.101 1494.20D81 164,32160 bb.8505D
142 1643 n 85291 l45,870µ0 66.78194
143
'.	 -	 -	 ^. 	 I	 n	 i^	 -
169;,5Oµ81
^ c n n	 ^ C - i_ 8 n
167 n 41710















106 !b$4 n 4b4Q1 172 n OG500 66.5064D
107 16$2,11.2 g D 173.58360 bb n 43730
108 1479.76089 175.12020 b6,36R04
109 1477. ef;70! 174:65470 b6.29870
110 .1675 n 06400 196 n 18720 66 n 22920
'	 111 1672,72n44 ;79.71770 46.15470
112 1670.37340 18l.2ubL0 b6,09000
113 ib68,n2u94 182 n 77250 66.D?034
114 1465.67700 1B4 n 29b9D 65.9505D
115 ib63 n 32899 185.81430 b5r8R050
116 Ibk0,48100 1$7,33460 65.$1050
i17 168 n 43340 188.85790 45.74D30
118 1656 n E8510 190,37410 65ab701D
114 1653 n 43740 14;.88830 b5,59980
120 1651,58910 143,e10054 65.5.934
12! ldu q .2u1DD 194.41060 65 n 45880
122 .1bu6,89310 14b,41840 b5a388d0
123 1 &4Cl .5u5lD 197,92470 65 n 31750
124 1442 n iR310 194.42870 65.24&70
125 1639,.84900 200.93040 65,!7570
12b 1437 n 50101. 202.43450. 45.10470
127 1b3S,15311 203.92834 65 n D3370
- . 128 !632.86510 2D5,U2414 &4,96254
129 1434^u5711 20ba417n0 64,89120
130 1628 n 1091D 20A n 40950 &4.8!980
131 1425a7b1R9 209,89920 64.74844
132 1823.41310 211.38&70 44,67680
133 1&21.0&509 212.87220 &4.&0520
- 134 1618.71710. 214.35570 fire n =33UD
13S 1&16.3&904 215.83710 6u n 4616D
334 lbI4,02t1D 2L7 n 31b5D 6ur3847D
137 1611,67310 218,79396 64.3!774
138 1409 n 32510 220,26900 &4.24560
134 160& n 47710 221 n 7u22D b4a1734D
3uD 1604 n 52430 - 223 n 2132D b4 .10120
1 4 1 I402.28I2D 22.58220 6u,0288D
fu g 1599..93320 224,14420 43.95444
-1 43 L59T,58S21 227.41420 63.BR38D
luU i59S.23T2D 224 n 07700 63.81120
145 1542.$8921.- 230.5378D 43,73850
fub E540,54l2D 231.49650 63 n bb570
lu7 1588.14321 233:45320 63.59280
148 15$5e84520 234 n 9D780 b3 n 51990
149 1583.49719 - 236,36030 &3,00680
150 1581.14420 237.810$0 &3.37370
-151 1578 n 80114 ?34,25910 43 n 30050
- 152 157b,4 g 320 240,74540 63.22720
-153 I57u n ;0514 242,144&0 63.15380
15 q 157i.7S720 243 n 54180 43 n 08030
'155 1569,40939 245 n 031$0 63,OD680
15b I5b7 n 0612e 246 n u69R4 42.43310
157 SSb4.71330 247 n 40580 62.85940
-158 1552.36530 249 n 3347D 62.7!;540
159 1560.01730 250:77150 62 n 71170
16a 1557.66430 252 n 20120 42.63774
ihl 1555.32130 253.e62880 b2 n 5&360



































































































































224 1416x7847 p 334,1b1u4 58,05834
221 14[4.44180 335x463uD 57.4747D
I	 ?2? .1412.09380 336.7634D 57,RC.iDD
.223 1404,745$D 338.0#120 57a82236
224 1047e347$0 334,3.5694 57.70340
^f	 225 3uD5.044$0 340•b5050 57.bb464
226 1002,70i8D 301,80200 57.58560
E	 227 [000,35381 303 n 23100 5T n 5065D
{	 22B 139$,00591 300,51869 57 n u2700
l	 2x9 1395.65790 3u5 n 80384 57.30820
i	 230 1393x3D981 347,08640 57.Zb40D
231 1340,9619D 308,36780 57.19474
232 1388,6[400 3u9,b066D 57.11024
233 1386,26#D1 350.92330. 57.03084
23u 1383.41784 352,1480D 5b n 951ZD
f	 235 13$1.5b440 353.47450 56,87160
236 1379.22189 354.74490. 56.7919D
z37 13Tbe87390 356,00924 56.7{21a
238 137u•545s9 357.27500 56.632.40
239 1372,17740 358,539u0 56.55230
t	 2u0 1369 n 132990 359 n 801u4 5b n 47230
.	 i	 Zu1 1367.48[80 361,0#12D 56.39234
i	 242 1365.13394 362,31840 56.31410
243 1362.78540 363.57064 56,231^► 0
244 136D.43A00 364,8'c800 56,151bD
Z ►15 1358,09D00 366.D79u0 5bx07134
f	 206 1355 n 7.404 367.32870 55.44484
247 1353,3R11DD 3b8 n 57590 55,91D30
z4$ 1351x406D1 369.82090 55.82480 ^.










X52 1341x65401 374x7799D 55.50674 ^





















254 1325.21620 383.37b50 50,938b0
^ 
26D,_^ 1322x87Di9 3$u,59b20 50,85720
2fii 1320x52220 3E^5.st370 5u n 77574 ^ r`j]
262 131$,17u19 387.0291D 54.69u10
263 1315,82624. .385„20244 50e61244
2bA 1313. u 7$2D 389x05350 5u.53070
265 1311,13024 390.b626D 5uxu4884
2b6 1308,782ZD 3A1x$6450 54,3b7D4
267 130b•43420 393x47u34 54,28S1D
268 130U n Ot3b40 394 n 27690 5UxZ031D
i 2#9 13D1,73$ZO 395x47750 50x12140
27D 1294,34020 3R6x6759D 5u,a3884
271 1297.04221 397.$7ZZD 53.95660
272 1294.b8420 399,D6600 53.8743D
.273 1242.3.4621: u00.25$50 53.79140.
27u. S2&4.94$20: u4lxuu$00 53,70950
275 12$7,65021 402xb3b20 53xb2.700
276 12$5,30220 uD3.$2144 53.5uA40
-	




277 1282.95$30 405,00550 53,G&11ik
i	 278 1280,60b2D 40bst8b40 53.3790D
1 274 L298,25830 407,34b20 53.29624
280 1275.41p29 rJ08.S4340 53.2134D
28. 1 1Z73.54Z30 409 n 71.850 53.13040
282 1271,21u24 410 n 891u0 53.D474p
283 1268.Bbb34 412.06230 52.Y4430
284 1246,51834 413.23040. 52,88l^0'^
2135 1244,17030 414x34750 52,79800
286- 1241,82230 4^,.5,5b204 52.714'0
287 i259,uT^30 414.7Z43D 52.4313D
_	 2F38 1257.12b3D 417,88450 5Z.5U79D
28 q .1254,77831 419,O^t25D 52.ub44p
290 '1252:43030 420.1g8u0 52,38080
241 4250^0823i 421.35220 52.Z472D
292 1247,73+J30 422.50390 52.25350
293 124S,38b51 423,b5340 52 n 32g70
"^94 1243.03841 424,8D090 52:04590
295 iZ 4 0.b9 p rd0 425.94b20 51r9b20p
Z46 1238,34gu1 u27.0843A 51,87800
297 1235.49440 ^12a.23040 51,79390
298 12^'^3ob 4 43 4 u29 n 34930 51.70980
299 1231,29840 430,50610 51,625b0
300 1228,45039 431.44070 51.54130
3.01 1226rb0240 432.77320 51,4570D
302 1224,?5rJ3R u33s403b0 51.378b0









304 1214.x84250 438,40340 51r03u30
307 SZ12.5i0b0 439.52360 5p,9u950 O^ '^.
3 p $ lzi0;1bb5 .0 u40 , b!lf20 50 .86670
'^	
^
304 l207v8i850 4u1,75b70 50.77984 ^
310 1205;47650 442 n 87000 5D,6448p ^^(^^
31. 1 1203.12254 4u3,98120 5p,40980
312 1240s774Si 445,D9030 56x52478
313 1198,42650 u4b,197?0 5D,u3950 ^
314 !!46,x7851 au7,34Z0a 50,35420
315 1143.73058 448,40470 50,Ph690
.	
314 .1141..38240 444 n 5x520 50.18350
3.17 liB4,D3ubi 450,4034D 50.09800
3'18 1184 n b86b6 451.49940 50.01250
319 1184 n 33854 - 412,79400 u9,92490
320 1181 n 99 p 40 453 n 88600 119 n 84!20
'	 321 1179.bu259 454 n 97590 49,75540
322 1177s294bG 45b,06360 44,b69b0
323 1174r94b59 457.14420 u9r58370
324 1172,5984x1 458 n e'.3260 49s4g77D	 _
325 117x n 25DoQ 45.9s?,1400 44.41170	 '
32b 1157!0260 440x343.!0 49,32554
327 1165,55r1b0 441,47020 44,2394p
3ZB i1b3,24460 g62,5lk510 49,1531.0
3Z9 1ib0 n 85870 4b3.61780 44 n O4bB.0
330 ..1158.51070 u54 n 58850 48.9f4040
331 1156.16270 ub5.T5700 48.84390
.	 332 1153.81470 444,8233D u8 n 8074Q



































































39# 1015x26310 525«9u30D 43.5745D
342 10.12.93524 52b,B805D u3,4.6880
343 1b10,5871D 527,61600 43.34810.
344 lOQ8.^3g24 528.74Q20 u3.30740
395 Sa05x8912D 529.6803D u3.21460
346 1003.5031D 53D.bQ430 u3.12570
397 1.OD1.19510 531.53610 03.0307D
348 998.@4710 532.46070 42.40370
349 494.44914' 533x38320 02.65270
00Q 44u,15110 530.30360 42.7614D
001' 941 ► $031:" 535x22180 u2,b7a4p
402 469,45510 53b,i37A0 4Z,5741D
403 487ei0714. 537.65170 42,k876D
00 q 484.75414 537.9b3u0 42x3965b
4 05 982.41110 538,67P9D 02,3050D
00b 48p.06310 539.7804D 42.21360
007 977,7151D	 - 5u0.b8540 ua,1220a
408 975x3E+71D 5u1e58870 42xD30u0
0D9 973 n D191D SuZ.x4897D 01s43870
410 970xb7110 543,36850 01.6070p
011 968#32310. 544x28510 41x75524
u12 4b5,9751D 545,179E+0 01,b63R0
-	 E	 u!3 963,62710 5u6,OT190 41x57550
014 961x2791D 506 n 46210 01,47954
ui5 958.43110 5u7.85D10 u1.36750
41b 95bx58310 54$,7360p 01,295u0
417 45u,Z3514 5u9•Er1970 41.Zn330
4 18 451.68714 550,5013D 01.11110	 ^
419 409x5391D 551,38DT0 41,0!880
tv420 9u7.1411D 552•Z5790 4D,9Z650	 v421 444,8u314 553,1330D 4Q,B342D
022 942.04510 5^a4.00590 40.7u174
023 940,14710 554.87670 40,64A20
02y 437.79410 555.74530 40.55b70
025 935.t151i0 554,61160 u0,4b410
u2b 933r103iA 557,u7b14 44s3T100
027 43o,755iD 558.33a2o 44•C7870
428 428x4071D 554.19624 40.10540
424 92bx0591D 560.05610 u0,D4340
430 423.7111D 5b0.91180 40rOd030
431 421e3b310 561,7b530 34x40720
432 419.01510 SbZ.b1470 34.81420
433 91b.bb714. 563.4b540 39x72110
430 914.31914 5b0x31290 39.62800
435 911x47110 565,15784 34x53480
'	 43E+ 904xb2314 56b.00060 34,04150
437 407,27'516 544.8412D 34,34620
038 904.92714 5b7.b7960 39.25440
434 402ra37414 548 n 515.80 38.15140
400 900.23.110 549.3500D 39,08800
-441 899,88310 570.18140 38x974u0
0u2 $45.5351D 5Y1r0117D 38.88P8D
4u3 893x187iD 5Ti.a34^o 38.7872a
444 890,83910 572,b6490 38.49350
045 888x44110. 573x06620 3A,59RTD
446 E184x1^31D 574.349u0 3s.5a590






448 881.4u74D 575,9452n 38.31810
444 F179 , 04910 576.75990 3R.22u1D
450 876,75]1D 577,57250 3R.13D00
451 874,4031D 578.38290 '38',03590
8 52 872.05510 579,19414 37,94180
453 869,70Tc''0 579 n 897]0. 3T.8u760
4s4 8b7,35920 58a,8af04 37.75330
455 $65,a1f2D 581,b0284 37.65890
4Sb 86c^,66320 582,40240 37,5b460
457 8b0,31K24 583.i941^0 37.47010
458 857,4b720 583,9951D 37.375b0
459 855,4142D 584,788pD 37.28110
4b4 853,27120 58g,57Q2P 37,18650
461 850x42324 SB6,3680D 37,04184
4b2 848,57520 5A7,l5060 3b,g471D
4b3 et7b,22724 567.43910 3b,40230
46!] 84},87920 588,72f44 36.80754
465 A41r53120 5Bn.5a160 36.71264
466. 839,18320 590,27060 36.b17bD
467 836,$3520 59f,05S40 3b,52270
468 834,4$72D 591sf1^u910 3604?760
1169 632.13920 592,60ub0 36,33250
474 829,T912D 503.39000 3G ..23730
4 71 827,4432Q 594,1392D 35,3u210
472 825.04520 54q•90230 3H.DU6Q0
4 73 - 622s74724 595.66520 35.45150
474 820,3942D 596,u2590 35x85620
475 616«D5f20 597,18450 35o7h070
476 815,7032D 547,94040.' 35o6b520
477 813.35520 598x6+7524 35,5,474
478 811^Q0720 549.4473D 35,47u10
499 s08,b592D b40,ig724 35,3785D
460 806.31520 660,9u5D0 35.28274
46.1 AOT«46370 bD1.69Db4 35,187D0
4a2 Ba^,b1520 842,4340a 35.D9i^0
483 7g9.2b720 603,17530 34,00530
464 796o4142D 6D3,0145D 34,849up
485 74u.57420 60+1.65140 3u,D034D
486 742,22324 605,38620 34,74744
4H7 789,87530 606,118hD 31,61130
469 787,52720 606,84940 34,51540
489 785,7920 607,57770 34,^► IODD
490 782,83120 606,30390 34,32280
491 T80,4&320 609,x2790 34.22650
492 778,1352D 609,74480 34x13620
4 q 3 775',743720 610.46940 34,43380
444 773'.43920 611.16704 33e93734
495 7:'1,0020 611,0023D. 33,84090
446 768.74320 H12,61550 33,7ur130
497 765,39520 613,32460 33,64770
498 764,04720 614.43554 33.55114
449 7bi«69920 614,7422D 33.5440
500 754,35120 615.44660 33,35764
541 757,00320 616,i4g24 33,2hd80
502 754,65524 b16.B4940 33,ibu00
503 '752.3D720 817«54750 33.D6704















































































5b2 b13.77520 654.90776. 27.26360
Sb3 bi.i n t12724 855 n u76pp 27 n 16390
564 604,07420 b56.04220 27,Ob410
S{,5 606.7312G b5h.b0620 2b^°hu3D
-565 bpu,38324 b57.16BOD 2^+,864y0
567 b02.0352D b57,7277D 2b,76u50
5b8 599.68724 65&,28520 26.66450
569 597 n 3392D 65R n 84060 2br5hL50
570 594.99100 b54,39380 26,ub450
571 542.6432a 659 n 94480 26,3buup
572 540 n 29520 bbr,:4937D 26r2bu30
573 587.94720 66i.0up40 26.16410
574 585 n 99420 6b1.58u90 26.06390
575 583s25120 6b2 n 12730 25,9b370
576 580.°032D b62,6b75D 25,8h34D
577 579,55520 663 n 24560 25.7b340
578 576.20720 bb3,74150 25,bb270
-579 573 n 85920 664,27520 25.56220
58D 571 n 5I120 664,8Db70 25•u618p
58i 564.16320 6b5.33b1D 25,36130
582 566s8153D is65.8633D 25.Zbp80
. 583 584,46730 666,38840 25.1b026
58 q 5b2,11920 6bb,91134 25.65960
.585 559.77120 h67,43200 24,9589D
586 557 n 42320 bb7.RS060 24,85824
587 555.07520 bbB n 46700 24,75750
588 552.72726 bb5,48130 2u,65b7D
584 554.37920 669,49340 24.55590
990 548,03124 674.00330 24.45500
591 545,68320 670x5.1116 24.35410
542 543,33520 671.01674 24,25320
593 Sup n 48720 b71,5262D 2u,1522D
594 538,6392p 672.U2140 2lir05120
-595 536.29114 b72.52050 Z3,950E0
-596 533.94314 b73,D1754 23.8u91D
597' 531 n 59520 673.51220 23.74840
548 529,24720 b7u n 0048D 23.6ub8D
'599 526 n 8492p 674,49520 P3.5u56p
600 524 n 55124 b74,98350 23 n 44440
'601 522,20324 b75 n 4b960 2$•34310
6D2 S19 n 85520 b75.953bp 23.24180
643 517,5072p 67b,u.$540 23.14050
b04 5.15 n 1592p 67h..915DD 23.D3410
605 512,81124 677.39250 22.93770
60b 510:46320 677.86770 22.83636
b07 508.11524 h78.3u090 22.73480
608 5p.5.7b720 478.81180 22,b3330
649 503,41924 674,2BObD 22.53170
610 5p1,07120 674.74730 22r4301D
611 498,72320 68n n 21180 22.3Z65D
b12 446 n 37524 6&D.6T41fi 22.22640
613 494:02720 bA1.1342p 22,12520
6.14 441.67920 bB1,59220 22.62350
515 489,3312p.. b82,04800 21.42174
616 u8b,9832D 6$2,5017p 21,81990
-617 u84,b3524 .682 n 95320 21.71810












































































































































E7 EYP HT HTP
.03189 Sbd,9485q ,D3189 160.84854
.62203 152+42272 .02153 150.07270
,41531 128.92549 ,01556 13D,95953
.61872 115,66438 ,D18b7 117.827D6
.01462 128.84700 .01948 128.27.458
.D2143 512,.16008 ,02185 110,88366 ^









s02642 L8, 2. R4Q6 +02702 A7.4.7924 Q
.63674 21.73114 ,03693 21.01996 O '^`,
^x03329 +4,B937D •03321 x4,59645 ^
.03876 •32.68131 .D3835 .32.39106
.04107 -59,8425 .04093 -93911+59.
^^ ^^
eDU24S ^94.u1803 ,04279 -90.26339
e04957^ -122,88821 . 0495 0 +122.77iD6
.05512- +158.1.6578 ,D547i -158.25670
,D6061 166.1824E e0bDE6 165.86563
,06364 126,69258 ,66363 126,D5i4b
.06403 84,55Gb3 ,06865 84,81366
eDTU87 4U,DBZ41 •D7438 43.42854
.D785b. -,17D38 ,07827 -,-45884
,Ot32Tb -45.47437 .OBPS? -46.11575
.08646- -95sP259b •68603 n 95x27142
.09022 +143.3436$ ,D84u3 ^143e$5247
.48976. 166,22498 .08932 165.91199.
.08953. 113.06521 .68926 112.'32883
rOB952 60,97027 ,08862 b0,$i0Ec0
•0$889 6,71531 n 0E1€k24 6x52677
r096D1 -46,66524 s08558 -47x13215
.08395 -103.$DU61 .06371 ^103e5i268






















7^3 n 9b35 p 8.081 s'0
733	 212e2bT2D
734	 2D9,414'^0































































































































^	 4G.50000 00484b w34r213d4 oD4782 •33a98gUU
115000000 •69914 r16br72474 •04806 ^lbh.39b12
r	 45.5D600 .D9929 66,84778 .09855 6D.91248
^.	 460060D6 .69418 r72.95AA0 .04'$F+7 w72065631
46050D00 .094b1 152.88007 .D4892 153,20709
47 0 DO000 .0988b 17..84365 .04835 17.83337
+	 U7,500D0 .09960 fli6,i5353 .,09920 p11$.04241
^	 $8066060 ,1L4605 105x43152 .09499 105,4779$
'^	 46,5D000 s10`3b3 w3ieT2968 ,10028 +31.71045
^	 490D6000 •1D2R4 x149029677 •10165 w169 n 70520
49,540D0 .1027D 51.40350 .16225 5;,.07529.-
50,OODDO .16,57. w8802990T 01D375 =86036PD6
50.50000 010318 131.37842 .1024u 13!.24267
S10006D6 .16352 x9.42766 •14363 x40147424
5!.50000 x10270 x144s78$$2 .10275 =156064226
52aa6006 .loaDl 69.4222u .16277 aq.zu7au
52^5666D r1Q531. w7ZR23169 .5011B4 w72.$2800
53 0 6D6DD .10657 1uU.97253 .1Db10 144.71899
53.50046 .!0488 1.42432 .104D8 1.42453
54060000 •10416. p141075854 01 0546 x1.41068977
54^50D00 ^e1056B 7b0D244i o1658B 75046bG7
55 0 06600 .!0797 pb7.16394 .!6739 .b70u7643
5505006D .11016 148x54016 010945 148x35303
56 0 00000 -01D407 3042207 01D854 3,8197D
5405060D .10019 x139082593 e10B0$ =.139078735
57,06DOD •11D25 77017408 .11613 76.98499
^
^
57•.50000 .11243 *680D5424 .11154 x47.94655 w
SBrODOQO .11.141 144077429 .11L19 !46.94556 ^
59.50004 x11062 4x12842 •11654 4,29456 ^^ ^
59 p 00000 .1iu27 •139.65833 .11359 x139.83647
^54,56006 0111115 74sB7634 011355 75 n 24524 ^^,
60a06D00 ,112211 x87*59729 x1119€1 x67051855
40050006 011426 1114079624 s115tsb 144073482 ^,^
b1oDD666 .11563	 - 4066611 ,11465 501DSb6 ?^
6105D606 x11397 x136029187 o11TV5 ~134,258511 tP ^
42 0 00400 Pi1921 81.38!47 .11784 BiO461D1 '{^`'^'^
6205D606 e11b70 pb1a5799b x11584 +b10316G7 ^
43000060 ' .11828 159.71277 .11733 15907547E
^'^.'6^'b3e5D040 •12!12 17,06604 .!1953 17024892
'F	 54x60060 •11791 x1.20085962 •11706 w12D.6Db08 `^`''
Fs4056000 s121i40 4+70911741 e12253 49088232
45,00000 •f190b x380!4814 •11745 =37,70239
45 0 50640 012627 ^173eS4382 •121128 x173.58226
.	 ^ 44.06000 .!2094 44.927,2 .11927 'S6.224D6
4405040D 012824 .®2069326 s12594 wE120154E7
67060600 .12240 143897559 .12Db1 1440116169
67050600 ,15264 15x75330 •12418 15072383
48,D0000 n 12353 o11Eo63990 s12114 rll$.50J4A
68050060 .1.36,79 121,03640 x13253 11.046176
69 0 0D600 .12925 20'25195 .1'510 2.13135
$405DOD0 0131136- m122.55017 .13034 *122.38044
76 0 D0640 .14307 f29.1923n 0]3841 128059082
76,50006 ,12544 18023344 012271 19.+^311a
710D660Q 014477 x92073742 e1116115 ^93ri'`7116G
71.5.0000 017326 p17b099467 .16421 x17B02D508








73,09600 s65S77 b,B1066 n 65733 u,62085
73,59949 n 426.43 +27,5362 5 ,02585 ^30.5682u
74s90999 n 91213 ^37,610u7 .Dlc"32 +41 n 38404
7u,60064 .0942b -46,857u2 ,Oagiu ..u1.277iD
75,000OA ,90868 +b1.0.70u3 .60774 -6u.bR115
^,	 75,50400 .00b3B '84.3835u .09674 +p0,3u48Z
^	 -	 76,00099 ,40577
-111.61255 .00578 +113.78418
{	 76,59099 .005'1 -145.29b1u .4055u
-150.21b55
77,09099 .00U7D 172 n 52319 ,0644b 176,22656
^,	 77,5900.4 ,09419 !3!.83436 .40399 124.76123
.	 78.99696 .60350 eu,61243 .00391 81.76404..
78.59400 ,00314 G0,58093 .04336 32.15662
79,90006' .OD3D.0 +1u.52417 .0635u 9.76965
79,50660 .00399 +72,66162 .94301
-81.11658
80,00009 .D025u +•137.43506 ,90275 -137,28145
89.50004 s06^3u 16u,08289 .90286 155.7712u
81.00900 .44253 88.42578 .40Zu9 8A.8656D
81.50904 ,99202 11.84274 ..40262 12.1A738
',	 82.06004 .00203 +58,36646 ,40217 ^.b9,D9u73
$2,50994 ,80295 .1Gu.A1417 .0021:1 Riu4.76318
83,80604 ,04176 12u.Zu695 .00246 131.98801
83.59000 .9416Q 42.59u12 .06198 26.24785
^	 84 n 00900 .061hu +52.16574 ,DOSTU +58=12463
^	
84.50004 ,49162 155,37427 ,06185 i145.ob54u
. ^	 A5 n
-00900 n 60135 104.35986 ,99260 l85.5305c
85 n 50990 ,09131 8,8030 ,06!86 +Fl,DS396
86.66000 ,06145 +163 n 43536 .90171 +112,41479
}	 r}6 n 50000 ,04151 137 n 95422 .40142 126.51562
B7.000OD .04127 12,78952 .66155 22.83638
A7.50000 .00119 ••166.26624 .00136 .45.36938
88.00980 .00104 129.72966 .60175 14p.40b37
$8,59909 .99102 .56958 .06173 u.b8555	 .
)! 9 ,04800 ,OOp4u +132.44524 ,00169 -133,18uD8
89,58804 n 00075 43.13037 .00163 93.12524












	 ^T	 ETP	 HT	 NTP	 N	 NN
.00000 n 03189 66,326u0 ,03189 b6.15560
,60069 .DZ'203 bb,326rt0 .92153 66.155b8
1.94468 .01531 66.326u4 .0155k 66.15560
1.50044 .9!.872 6b.326u4 .91867 66.15560
2,04004 .0!9.62 [+b,32l+uD n 01948- b5.155b0
2 n 50444 .92183 66,32bu6 n 92186 bb..1556D
3.49090 ,Oi?173 6b.32bu8 .42182 66.15560
3.50000 ,92346 66,32b46 •42338 66,15560
ta,.04000 .82b2u 46,326u0 .0264u b6 n.15560
u ,50009 a0^2b92 66e326uD .42962 6b.1S56D
5 n 090x0 .9:5074 t,6,326.u8 .03093 66.15550
5.59094 ,03329 6b,326u0 .93321 6h.i5560
b.OD604 e0387b G6.326uD .43)135. 66.15560
6.50000 n 0:1107 G6,326up n 94043 66.15569
7,69009 ,D+DZUS 66.32640 n Du279 6k.15560













.OG247 70x&7496 .06230 74.56490 7U2 743 8.87570 6.7770q 6x80224
8,500ff0 x0&&44 72.ua93t
	 .. ,0&670 T2.63117 737 738 9.37580 4.475!4 9.306289,440130 •072'15 74.88051 •0723U 7.0 n 87540 73z :733 9.88240 4.78110 9x81838
4.500 .00 .0773u 76x4UD08 n 07699 75..79b0u 727 .728 10.39370 1x.24130 10.x33U66
10.00000 ,06113 75 n b63fu ,88128 ,75.50203 722 723 14,98760 1D.84u20 30.85432
10x50400 x011550 73x00252 s47351b 73x37009 717 '718 1fr0219Q 11.31890 11,37560
1i.00D00 .0840& 72.3405& ,08670 72.1244& 712 7E3 11.43740 it n 83450 11.89877
11.10¢00 .09978. 70x98'.474 xDA93U 70x68017 T07 708 12x41450 12x35110 12.4x275
1x00000 x0855 68.09714. :OA4 2 6 G7.90231 762 703 12.97166 12.86610 12.4 07&1
.	 12,50000 .06914 &7x24050 .088&5 67.13685' 647 898 13.UE3644 13.3R5U0 13.47308
13,00040 x0884¢' 65x86 '481 x06825 45x&3656 b42 m43 14x00620 13,90280 13.94855
1x54000 •08541 46x10074 ,085118 &&.04090 684 687 10x62700 !4.52310 1ur52523
10x04000 •08346 65x50632 . x0A3b8 b5x3u654 bHi 682 15o10U0D 15x00074 15x05183
1 0 x54000 x083190 65x76146 sOH322 65x622$4 676 677 15.&4080 15.55750 .15.57847
15.00000 x082N7 67.50705 .OR231 67.31144 671 6 T2 16.17720 1&.070x4 !11.10525
!^	 15.50¢00 •093&6 46.71311 x08314 68e374Z3 bbb .467 16.&9320 1&x19010 16xG3210
!	 1dx000a0 .08340 64.0&001 .x79333 &€1..41041 1+€+1 662 17x20670 17x10570 1T.15Fi9216^5400D x085'7'1 b8s53674 x0A548 6F,U4463 656 657 17x72^57Q 1Tx62070 17x66570
1 7 x00000 .0$707 bA.04331 xDA692 &8.2707& 651 '652 .58.23810 iB.I3530 18.21246
17 n 504¢ qE xga76& bA.172S4 ,08726 67.92570 606 607 1H.9S14D 18,64420 18.7371118x00044 •08637 67.34733 x06622 67x23267 h 1d0 601 14n3b76D 19x24500 1$x2&5&0
18.30040 x08542 6&x6$125 .085&4 d6 ► 706x2 635 636 14xa7490 19x77750 14.7920u
I	 1 4 s4000Q ,08585 L^[xGdyisl x48507 &7.17875 630 631 20,39154 26x21430 20x31833
14c50000 x08620 bt° oZ3u10 oOFlrs77 68:x01742 625 626 20n9024D 20,8€7034 t^ Ds8llU1J2
`	 2004004 x0640 &7`1x7764& eD8592 bR.s55477 620 621 21s4l200 21x31050 21r39g2G
20x54000 .484¢1 61 , 03003 •pA600 6Ax03502 h15 616 21e4a17¢ Zf.9194¢ 21,84546
21x00000 ,p73767 67.57251 •OP745 67.62127 614 $li 22x030f0 22.32850 22s02101
21x50040 ,46720 &7x15067 r07^647 67x14427 604 405 23.03910 22.93770 22x911669
22.40400 x08722 &8.29702 .0^6^73 68x10157 549 b q D 23.501&0 23.044u0 23,117144
22s5D00D x08511 64.49&x76 .0856$ 68,34455 5RU 545 211e05120 23.95020 23x44605
23x00 p D4 ,OB€^19 69x511211 x07;622 69,64331 589 590 24x5554'0 24x05500 24e520911
23x50000 s0.f176D 6$.35217 x0 87&8 66x45911 5Au 565 25e0541+0 20x459$0 25.41151&
2ux00400 .08871'. 67x77611 489645 67.6444& 576 597 25.66270 25r5H220 25x5€607
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